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Abstract

Every life tells a story. Film has proven to be a worthwhile medium in which individual lives

can be told and thereby will be remembered. In recent years biographical documentaries

telling significant life-stories, such as Amy (Asif Kapadia 2015), Kurt Cobain: Montage of

Heck (Brett Morgen, 2015) and Senna (Asif Kapadia, 2010) have taken over our screens.

While their narrative style often alludes to common compositions of the fictional biopic, their

foundation on indexical sound and imagery makes them differ radically. In this thesis

theoretical implications on how to approach and understand biographical documentary within

the lager scope of biographical filmmaking are discussed. Subsequently the term biodoc is

suggested. It implies a close relation to the biopic without compromising documentary film's

autonomy compared to fiction film. Furthermore, this thesis sets out to move toward a theory

of the biodoc. By putting together a catalog of key aspects and elements common for the

biodoc and discussing them in close relation to contemporary examples of the genre, this

thesis provides a first theorization of a diverse and growing phenomenon in contemporary

film culture.

Keywords: Amy, Kurt Cobain: Montage of Heck, Senna, biography, documentary, biofilm,

biopic, biodoc, voice, body, death, fame, archive, authenticity, affect.
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Introduction

What makes more sense than to introduce a thesis concerned with biographical film on a

biographical note? 

The year I started my master's education at Stockholm University coincided with the

release of several biographical documentaries: Amy (Asif Kapadia, 2015), He Named Me

Malala (Davis Guggenheim, 2015), Ingrid Bergman. In Her Own Words (orig. Jag är Ingrid,

Stig Björkman, 2015), Janis: Little Girl Blue (Amy Berg, 2015), Keith Richards: Under the

Influence (Morgan Neville, 2015), Kurt Cobain: Montage of Heck (Brett Morgen, 2015),

Listen To Me Marlon (Stevan Riley, 2015), Steve Jobs: The Man in the Machine (Alex

Gibney, 2015), Steve McQueen: The Man and Le Mans (Gabriel Clarke, John McKenna,

2015), and What Happened, Miss Simone? (Liz Garbus, 2015).

This list might not be exhaustive, however, all of these films share the aspect of

depicting the life of a notable perhaps even famous or infamous individual. In that this list

also represents films that I enjoyed seeing and thinking about throughout the past two years of

cinema studies.

Going back to 2015, the most memorable cinematic experience I had that year was

probably Kurt Cobain: Montage of Heck. Seeing this film at my favorite local cinema in

Vienna, the Gartenbaukino, I felt like being part of a Kurt Cobain-séance, as if for the

duration of the film there was an actual presence in the cinema which conversed through

images and sounds. The following months I felt haunted by the film and its delusive effect of

having established a closeness between myself and Kurt Cobain; dead for decades but very

alive in memory, music and on screen.

I eventually got to channel my persistent viewing experience into a small research

project I was assigned in one of my first classes in Stockholm. Following a short presentation

on Montage of Heck, entitled From Memorabilia to Resurrection, by the beginning of 2016 I

was working on an essay. In this I was reading the film through theories of the archive as well

as montage theory. I asserted that the film is a cinematic mix-tape that mediates memories

(mostly via music), constructs them into a narrative flow, merges the past and the present and

ultimately makes the experience of listening/watching personally meaningful.1 

1 Cf. Bas Jansen, “Tape Cassettes and Former Selves: How Mix Tapes Mediate Memories”, in Sound

Souvenirs. Audio Technologies, Memory and Cultural Practice. Karin Bijsterveld, José van Dijck eds.
(Amsterdam University Press, 2009), 43-54.
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The thesis of the essay, closely connected to the idea of the film as a mix-tape, but also to my

own experience, was that Montage of Heck could not only be understood as a memorial

practice of preservation. Rather it could be read as a cinematic resurrection, a contemporary

phantasmagoria that plays with necromantic sentiments creating an uncanny but conciliable

image of its mythologized subject. Another year later, in the beginning of 2017 a thoroughly

revised and translated version of this initial essay was published in the Austrian journal SYN.2

However, I felt that this could not possibly be the end of my engagement with both this

specific film and the recently and rapidly expanding genre of biographical documentary it

belongs to. The process of closely and continuously working on this material should find its

continuation in this present thesis. Starting off where my earlier essay ended, I saw that film

in general, but Montage of Heck and the other documentaries of 2015 specifically, produce

similar tensions as a phantasmagoria, which Tom Gunning asserted to historically have taken

on “the weight of modern dialectics of truth and illusion, subjectivity and objectivity,

deception and liberation, and even life and death.”3 It only remains to investigate, discuss and

engage with these tensions by connecting various film examples as well as by bringing them

into a dialog with each other and further with theories of biographical film and documentary,

which shall help us to grasp an emerging phenomenon in contemporary film culture.

Concepts, Relevance, Aims and Research Questions

The initial stages of my research made it necessary to determine how the documentaries I

wished to engage with are related to biographical practice in general and biographical film

practice in specific. Judging from publications of the past decades, I soon faced the fact that

previous research has favored the fictional biopic as an object of study. Compared to the study

of fictional biopics, the serious inquiry of biographical documentary greatly lags behind in

terms of recognition as well as theorization. Thus, the long standing superiority of narrative

fiction over documentary remains an issue within studies of biographical filmmaking

practices. 

2 Clara Podlesnigg, “From Memorabilia to Resurrection. Über Kurt Cobains mediales Überleben und seine
jüngste filmische Auferstehung”, in SYN: taktlos. Entgleisungen der Ordnung 1 3 , Johanna Eberl, Sara
Maurer, Markus Schwarz eds., 2017, 105-114.

3 Tom Gunning, “Illusions Past and Future: The Phantasmagoria and its Specters”, Media Art Histories

Archive, 2004, accessed 5 April 2017, http://pl02.donau-uni.ac.at/jspui/handle/10002/29.
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When looking into documentary studies, it is further striking to see how biographical

documentary here has become almost synonymous with autobiographical documentary. Films

in which filmmakers portray their own lives and tell their own life-stories have attracted many

documentary scholars in the past decades, while documentaries in which a filmmaker explores

the life of another person have been of marginal interest and were often deemed to be biased

as well as less compelling when it comes to artistic demands.4 Although I will not be able

answer why researchers have preferred one and not the other, my contribution to the field lies

in the study of the relatively neglected mode of biographical documentary filmmaking.

In the few past studies of actual biographical documentary its delineation from the

fictional biopic has been common practice. However, at times this led to using the term biopic

even when addressing documentary. I thus began to wonder what the term biopic includes and

what not. The questions my study will address, before moving on to more specific questions

about biographical documentary, are therefore;

(1) Can the term biopic correspond to documentary as well as to fictional film?

(2) What are the benefits of a broad and inclusive understanding of biopic? What are the

possible disadvantages?

(3) How far can the notion of biopic be stretched to still remain practical for the study and

analysis of any biographical film, especially that which is documentary? 

These questions will be answered in a critical overview and analysis of the current state of

research on biographical film. Subsequently I will suggest the term biodoc and aim to use it as

a new and productive term for the purpose of studying the type of biographical documentary

emerging in contemporary film culture.

The contraction biodoc has, to my knowledge, not yet been used in academic research

or writing, but sporadically appeared (and continues to appear) in film reviews and other

journalistic accounts.5 David Pendleton, in his review of the film Sex Positive (Daryl Wein,

2008), claims to coin the term biodoc stating, “[t]his portrait of Richard Berkowitz

demonstrates the strengths and the limits of the ‘biodoc,ʼ to coin a term for those

4 Cf. Michael Renov, The Subject of Documentary (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2004). 
5 See for instance: Paul Arthur, “Art of the Real. A recent wave of biodocs brings avant-garde filmmakers out

of the shadows”, Film Comment 43, No. 3 (May-June 2007): 11-12, David Pendleton, “Sex Positive”,
Cineaste 34, No. 4 (Fall 2009): 80, Kathy A. McDonald, “Biodocs Prove Facts Can Make Compelling Art”,
Variety, November 10, 2015, 61-68.
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documentaries, so prevalent these days, that focus on one individual who is exceptional, either

for his or her eccentricities or accomplishments or both.”6 More recently, in the crucial year of

2015, the term biodoc appeared again. In Variety's article “Biodocs Prove Facts Can Make

Compelling Art” Kathy A. McDonald discusses how filmmakers increasingly tackle

intriguing life stories through documentary rather than fiction and how a documentary

approach in fact can bear a multitude of inventive narrative and dramatic strategies. My own

use of the term biodoc largely builds upon McDonald's notion and her specific biodoc

references. However, Pendleton's characterization of the biodoc also greatly conforms with

my own understanding of the term.

As with any new term in academic research, it is necessary to discuss and theorize the

biodoc in order to make it productive as a term and conceptual tool, especially to initiate

further research in this field. However, the scope of this thesis is limited and I have carefully

chosen some primary aspects that I find striking and relevant for a fundamental theorization

of the biodoc.

An influential source in determining these aspects and elements was John Corner's

“Biography Within the Documentary Frame: A Note” (2002).7 Corner lists three aspects

characteristic of biographical documentary; (1) dynamics between “person and world”; (2) an

emphasis on “inner and outer narratives”; and (3) a certain “accounting for quality” of the

subject and its life.8 Furthermore, Corner notes three “communicative elements” that

contribute to biographical documentary; the body, the face, and the voice.9 These constitute

the starting point, but are necessarily elaborated and linked to a larger theoretical background.

Especially the work of documentary theorists Bill Nichols, Michael Renov and Jamie Baron

will provide additional references. More specifically, Nichols' conceptions of the voice and

the representation of the body in documentary10, Renov's take on the documentary subject11

and Baron's implications on the relation between documentary and the archive as audio-visual

experience12, provide valuable sources for my discussion and analyses. The questions that will

lead my way toward a theory of the biodoc, building upon these aspects, are thus;

6 Pendleton, 80.
7 John Corner, “Biography Within the Documentary Frame: A Note”, Framework: The Journal of Cinema and

Media 43, No. 1 (Spring 2002): 95-101.
8 Ibid., 98.
9 Cf. ibid., 99f.
10 Cf. Bill Nichols, Representing Reality (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1991), id. Speaking Truths

With Film. Evidence, Ethics, Politics in Documentary (Oakland: University of California Press, 2016). 
11 Renov 2004.
12 Jamie Baron, The Archive Effect. Found Footage and the Audiovisual Experience of History. (New York:

Routledge: 2014). 
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(1) From whose point of view are biodocs told? Whose voices are (made) heard?

(2) What is the role of the body and how is it represented in the biodoc?

(3) How is fame represented and engaged with in the biodoc?

(4) How can the biodoc connect the biographical subject to the world?

(5) To what extent is the biodoc dependent on archives and on what archives specifically?

(6) How does the utilization of archives affect discourses of authenticity in the biodoc?

By suggesting the term biodoc and further by theorizing it, one of my aims is to provide a new

and productive term for future research in the field of biographical documentary. However,

the chosen aspects represent a starting point rather than an exhaustive catalog.

While certainly showing an awareness to the historiography of documentary film, this

thesis will not fulfill the purpose of historicizing the biodoc, as in explicitly seeking for its

ancestry, formation and transformation over time. Instead my expressed aim is to theoretically

engage with biodocs to grasp recurring and therefore defining aspects of it as an emerging

phenomenon in contemporary film culture.

Material and Outline

This present thesis is divided into two separate but ultimately connected parts. Both parts start

off with an introduction to present the general topic and its relevance as well as to outline the

individual chapters that follow. Part one consists of a survey and successive delineation of the

research field and serves to establish my approach toward biographical documentary. Part two

then engages with the actual film material through the terminology established in part one and

further by bringing several theoretical concepts into the discussion and analyses of respective

film examples. 

My very own biography reverberates in the choice of film material targeted for

analysis. Thus, the decision regarding what biodocs to include is often based on intuition and

to a great deal also on personal preference. The three biodocs analyzed most closely

throughout the thesis are Kurt Cobain: Montage of Heck, Amy and Senna (Asif Kapadia,
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2010), the latter both directed by Asif Kapadia. The former of Kapadia's biodocs successively

became the largest-grossing British documentary and was awarded the Oscar for best feature

documentary in 2016.13 Other biodoc examples that are engaged with in some depth are

George Harrison: Living in a Material World (Martin Scorsese, 2011), He Named Me

Malala, Jag är Ingrid, Steve Jobs: The Man in the Machine and Searching for Sugar Man

(Malik Bendjelloul, 2012).

The first part of this thesis is titled “Developing a Framework: From Biopic to

Biodoc” and consists of four chapters. This part presents a critical analysis of the current

research on biographical film. More specifically, the term biopic and its use in research is

analyzed. Critically engaging with certain issues related to the term biopic, I successively

introduce the corresponding – but certainly not opposing – term biodoc. Furthermore, the term

biodoc is specified and motivated. 

The second part is consequently titled “Toward a Theory of the Biodoc” and consists

of five chapters. Each chapter engages with a specific element or aspect of the biodoc; the

voice; the body; the subject's fame; the subject and its world; and archives, authenticity and

affect. These will be discussed theoretically as well as by means of exemplary analyses of the

individual films mentioned above. However, further biodocs will find their way into the

discussions as well as other film examples, biopics just as biographical documentaries that I

do not consider to be biodocs in the narrow sense. But I am getting ahead of myself here, so

let us take a step back and think about the term biopic first.

13 Cf. Henry Barnes, “Amy wins best documentary feature Oscar”, The Guardian, 29 February 2016, accessed
8 May 2017, https://www.theguardian.com/film/2016/feb/29/amy-wins-best-documentary-feature-oscar.
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1. Developing a Framework: From Biopic to Biodoc

Filmmakers are continuously using the potential of creating life-like images in order to depict

and tell individual life-stories. Such biographical narratives inevitably presuppose a subject

whose life, as a whole or in parts, serves as the film's blueprint. Several terms have been

coined trying to grasp this historically grown and extremely diverse genre, for instance

biographical film, bio, biog, film biography, screen biography, but most prominently and

dominantly it has been referred to as the biopic.14 However, what we mean, and more

importantly what we do not mean, when we say biopic remains a contestable issue. 

The most challenging development of the biopic is that of its successive expansion

into the field of documentary. Often associated exclusively with fictional film, the past few

years have shown that this definition of the biopic is rather limiting and does not respond to

the many biographical documentary works that already exist, and more importantly, to those

that are continuously made. In the above mentioned Variety article from 2015, McDonald

notes as many as eight feature documentaries released the same year, all of which apparently

are “tackling true stories of entertainment icons, legends and present day inspirational

figures.”15 Prominent film examples she names are – among many others – Amy, Steve Jobs:

The Man in the Machine and He Named Me Malala.16 McDonald's initial observation is that

these recent documentaries, which she refers to as biodocs in the title of her text, are part of

what could be called the biopic continuum in that they “tackle larger-than-life, controversial

personalities.”17 The only and somewhat crucial difference lies in the fact that the recent films

use a documentary approach, which McDonald initially opposes to the conventional idea of

the biopic that as a work of fiction based on an actual person's life is taking, as she phrases it,

“extensive dramatic liberties.”18 This account had got me thinking how biographical film,

especially that which is considered as documentary, has been addressed in academic research.

Thus, the question whether the term biopic can correspond to documentary as well as to

fictional film, must be raised. Furthermore, I am asking what would be the benefits of a broad

understanding of the term biopic and what would be possible disadvantages?

14 Cf. Daniel Lopez, Films by Genre: 775 Categories, Styles, Trends, and Movements defined, with a

Filmography for Each, (Jefferson, N.C./London: McFarland, 1993), 25.
15 McDonald, 61.
16 Ibid., 62.
17 Ibid.
18 Ibid.
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The intricacy of what the biopic is, and what it is not, already becomes apparent when using

Google to get a quick fix to the issue. In doing so, one can for instance find this rough account

published in the online encyclopedia Film Reference:

Biographical films, or biopics, depict the lives (or segments thereof) of past and
present eminent, famous, and infamous people. The boundary between the biopic

and other genres is fluid, since biography can include historical film, costume
drama, musical, melodrama, western, crime film, social problem film,
documentary, and so on.19

Aside the problem that documentary is regarded as a genre, this easily accessible definition is

presented with clarity and sensitivity when it comes to the fact that film can address

biography in various ways. Yet the synonymous use of biographical film and the colloquial

contraction biopic suggests that any biographical film automatically is a biopic. However, if a

more restrictive understanding of the term biopic is the case, as offered by McDonald above,

the inclusion of documentary is ultimately challenged or simply impractical.

Examining the existing literature on the biopic, it becomes apparent that the term does

not have a single definition that everyone agrees on. In fact, different meanings and

appropriations of the term can be found. First and foremost, scholars have used the biopic

(often out of pragmatic reasons) in a narrow sense, i.e. limiting it (and thereby themselves) to

fictional film. Meanwhile, others have tried to recognize it as a more dynamic or even

‘elasticʼ term.20 For instance, Márta Minier and Maddalena Pennacchia, in reference to

Carolyn Anderson and Jonathan Lupo,21 state that “[t]he ‘considerable elasticity of the genreʼ

is what makes it more than alive and kicking today and yet that ‘elasticity’ must have its

limits if the genre wants to keep its identifiability.”22

Considering this statement to be a question, one could ask, how far can the notion of

biopic be stretched to still remain practical for the study of biographical film? To achieve

more clarity about this discourse, in the following chapters both uses of the term biopic are

looked at more closely. Consequently, the question of how to address documentary within the

field of biographical film will be raised.

19 “Biography”, Film Reference, http://www.filmreference.com/encyclopedia/Academy-Awards-Crime-
Films/Biography.html, accessed 24 February 2017. My emphases.

20 Cf. Márta Minier, Maddalena Pennacchia, “Interdisciplinary Perspectives on the Biopic: An Introduction”, in
Adaptation, Intermediality and the British Celebrity Biopic (Ashgate: Farnham, 2014), 1.

21 Carolyn Anderson, Jonathan Lupo, “Introduction to Special Issue”, Journal of Popular Film and Television

36, No. 2, 2008, 50-51.
22 Minier, Pennacchia, 4.
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1.1 The Biopic in the Narrow Sense

As Joanny Moulin recently noted, “[i]n the narrower sense, the biopic is a film that uses the

forms of fiction to dramatize the life story of one or several persons that have really

existed.”23 As all research on biographical film in the past has favored fictional narratives,

most of the fundamental writings on the biopic have been just to this narrow definition.24

In The Biopic in Contemporary Film Culture, one of the more recent publications on

the biopic as a genre, the editors formulate their goal to “take the study of the genre beyond its

associations with studio filmmaking and Hollywood myth-making, to look at the international

life of the biopic through its hybrid forms, narratives and politics.”25 In her introduction Belén

Vidal acknowledges that the term biopic is commonly only “used to refer to a fictional film”,

which is consequently the definition applied in all studies presented in this volume.26 The

narrow use of the term biopic makes complete sense for their purpose and aim to push the

serious discussion of what Vidal set out to call “a troublesome genre.”27 

As Dennis Bingham earlier has claimed, “[d]espite the pejorative odor of the term, I

believe the word ‘biopicʼ should be embraced and appropriated by those who find the genre

intriguing and worthwhile, not discarded in search for some more dignified term without the

toxicity of ‘biopicʼ.”28 Bingham's dedication to the colloquial term biopic is honorable and

may in fact have helped to increase the serious study of biopics in the narrow sense, but it is

highly questionable whether this kind of appropriation of the term biopic can be beneficial for

the serious reception and investigation of documentary too.

Many of those who study biopics, however, show themselves sensitive to the fact that

the biopic, even in the narrow sense, has a certain closeness to documentary, or what Vidal

23 Joanny Moulin, “Biophoty: The Biofilm in Biography Theory”, LISA 16, No. 2 (2016), accessed 07 February
2017, 1.

24 See for instance: George F. Custen, Bio/Pics: How Hollywood Constructed Public History (Rutgers
University Press: New Brunswick, NJ, 1992), Henry McKean Taylor, Rolle des Lebens. Die Filmbiographie

als Narratives System (Schüren: Marburg, 2002), Dennis Bingham, Whose Lives Are They Anyway? The

Biopic As Contemporary Film Genre (New Brunswick/New Jersey/London: Rutgers University Press, 2010),
Tom Brown, Belén Vidal eds., The Biopic in Contemporary Film Culture (New York/London: Routledge,
2014), Ellen Cheshire, Bio-Pics. A Life in Pictures (London/New York: Wallflower, 2015), William H.
Epstein, R. Barton Palmer eds., Invented Lives, Imagined Communities. The Biopic and American National

History (New York: University of New York Press, 2016).
25 Belén Vidal, “Introduction. The Biopic and its Critical Contexts”, in The Biopic in Contemporary Film

Culture, eds. Tom Brown, Belén Vidal (New York/London: Routledge, 2014), 2.
26 Ibid., 3.
27 Ibid., 1.
28 Bingham, 13.
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more broadly referred to as “other formats located on the same fact-based spectrum.”29 Given

the fact that biopics are based on actual life-stories, they exist in a close relation to history.

This might be especially true in cases where the emphasis lies not only in narrating the story

of a particular life, but also in presenting a story as typical for a certain time or a certain

locale. Furthermore, there are biopics that specifically engage with history in the present

through their depiction of the past, which emphasizes the complexity of time and history as

non-linear concepts. This would for instance be the case in the Abraham Lincoln biopic

Lincoln (Steven Spielberg, 2012). Robert Burgoyne and John Trafton, who analyze the

hauntings involved in this historical biopic, find that

[a] sense of melancholy hangs over the film that parallels that of Lincoln himself –
his historically well-documented prevailing mental state […] Spielberg draws a
connection between the heavy burden that Lincoln bore on his shoulders with the
burden of the past that American [sic] carries on its shoulders, a past infused with
fratricidal violence and ghosts that still play a role in defining the American
present. In this sense, Lincoln does not simply project the spectator into the past.
Rather, the film can also be read as bringing a haunted past to the present.30

The biopic is thus a genre defined rather by existing in-between traditional notions of

separable concepts like ‘nowʼ and ‘thenʼ as well as fiction and documentary. Following this

line of thought, Bingham acknowledges that “the biopic genre finds itself in a liminal space

between fiction and actuality”, which makes it inherently difficult to define.31 In a similar vein

Henry M. Taylor points to the fact that fiction and non-fiction as ‘formsʼ to begin with tend to

infect each other and that this sense of contamination becomes very apparent in the case of the

biopic.32 These notions unfortunately do not practically involve documentary approaches in

biographical filmmaking, however, they open a gap that potentially allows to consider the

term biopic in a larger sense.

29 Vidal, 15f.
30 Robert Burgoyne, John Trafton,“Haunting in the historical biopic: Lincoln” , Rethinking History 19, No. 3,

(2015): 534.
31 Bingham, 7.
32 Cf. Taylor, 67.
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1.2 The Biopic in the Broad Sense

One explanation of why the term biopic is most commonly used in a narrow sense, as noted

by Steve Neale, may have to do with the fact that “[s]tudies of the hybrid nature of the biopic

are few and far between.”33 To emanate from a broad and inclusive definition of the term

biopic, however, would allow to think beyond the restrictive frame of fictional or narrative

film and value exactly the present hybridity of the genre.

Aiming to contextualize biographical documentary within a broader scope of film

culture, Haseenah Ebrahim recently noted, “[b]iographical documentaries are often included

under the popular term ‘biopicʼ,” and she further finds that the term “encompasses

documentary, fiction or the combination of documentary and fictional elements referred to as

docudrama.”34 In a similar vein Roya Zahra Rastegar, for her purpose of studying the

circulation of biographical documentary in film festivals, understands the term biopic in a

broad sense. Her definition is that “the biopic (either in fiction or in documentary film) is

valued foremost for its veracity and structured around a single life-changing event that defines

the subject's purpose/direction and provides the broader reason for the audience's interest in

his or her life.”35 Both Ebrahim and Rastegar, however, consequently refer to their examples

as ‘biographical documentaryʼ, the term ‘biopicʼ only occurs on the occasion of relating their

objects of study to a broader context. Thus, the biopic in this case serves as an umbrella term.

Another study of biographical documentary that deploys the term biopic in a broad

sense is Radha O'Meara's and Carolyn S. Stevens' analysis of George Harrison: Living in the

Material World. On one hand the authors characterize Material World as “a documentary (of

the turbulent 1960s, slick 1970s and convoluted 1980s)”, on the other hand they stress that “it

can also be understood as a biopic.”36 This leads them to speaking of Material World as a

‘documentary biopicʼ. For them, the documentary's closeness to the biopic, among other

things, lies in the fact that within the narrative structure of the film, Harrison's life is charted

“in an attempt to get beyond the ‘Fab Fourʼ, focusing his larger musical, personal, and

33 Steve Neale, Genre and Hollywood (Routledge: London/New York, 2000), 60.
34 Haseenah Ebrahim, “The cinematic life of the Sistren Theater Collective: forays into biographical

documentary”, Canadian Journal of Latin American and Caribbean Studies 41, No. 2 (2016): 132.
35 Roya Zahra Rastegar, “Authenticity, Biography, and Race: A Critique of the 2013 Film Festival Circuit”,

American Quarterly 65, No. 4 (December 2013): 906.
36 Radha O'Meara, Carolyn S. Stevens, “While His Guitar Gently Weeps: Memory, Documentary and the

Music Biopic”, The Soundtrack 5, No. 2 (2012): 180.
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spiritual odysseys.”37 Within this attempt a certain rise and fall trajectory, typical for the

conventional biopic, is identified.38 Moreover, the tone of the film is stated to be, as in many

biopics, “implicitly hagiographical”, becoming evident when interviewees enthuse over

Harrison's genius, talent and other gifts.39 Other than Ebrahim and Rastegar, O'Meara and

Stevens express the hybridity of their film example more explicitly by using the double term

‘documentary biopicʼ, which makes it easy for them to distinguish between fictional biopics

on the one side and documentary biopics on the other.

The question remains, what are the consequences of such an inclusive approach? Can

the term biopic be productive in a broad sense despite the fact that it often only is recognized

in the sense of addressing fictional works?

In the context of Ebrahim's and Rastegar's respective studies, the broad definition of

the biopic is more of a necessity to contextualize their respective objects of study;

biographical documentary. It is quite telling that the biopic in the broad sense is here used by

those who want to engage with documentary forms in the first place. In the way that Ebrahim

and Rastegar define that biographical documentary belongs to the larger scope of the biopic,

they, however, reaffirm its subordinate role in the field of biographical film that is so

significantly marked by the term biopic in its narrow sense. The study by O'Meara and

Stevens similarly shows that a distinction between the biopic in general and their proclaimed

subcategory of the documentary biopic is quite necessary and productive, however, they

compromise documentary's autonomy.

Another recent publication that uses the term biopic in a broad sense is the volume

Adaptation, Intermediality, and the British Celebrity Biopic (2014), edited by the

aforementioned Minier and Pennacchia. Their approach to the biopic is inherently

interdisciplinary working with the concepts of adaptation and intermediality. Their volume is

the first to jointly present studies of the biopic, i.e. in the narrow sense, and documentary

iterations of the biopic; specifically the docudrama. Working with the term biopic in a broad

sense, like they propose, potentially acknowledges the inherent hybridity of the genre.

However, in practice the authors restrain from speaking of biopics when they refer to the

docudramas. Instead, whenever they speak of fictional and documentary forms at the same

time, they end up in double-mentions. To specify what they mean, formulations like “a biopic

37 O'Meara, Stevens, 180f.
38 Ibid., 181.
39 Ibid.
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or indeed a bio-docudrama”, or “ […] the majority of biopics and bio-docudramas”, are

used.40 The auxiliary term bio-docudrama is here already a simplification of the even more

complex term biopic-docudrama, earlier used by Anderson and Lupo.41

Minier and Pennacchia's aim to recognize the term biopic in a broad sense, as posited

in their titular phrase ‘British celebrity biopic’, repeatedly forces them to state when they refer

to biopics and when to bio-docudramas, presumably because they also see that these are not

‘the sameʼ after all. Thus, one could argue, if the consequence of a broad definition of the

term biopic results in the need to use an individual term for documentary or hybrid forms,

such as the docudrama, then why persist on the ‘elasticityʼ of the term biopic?

I suppose, what Minier and Pennacchia aimed to do was to deploy the biopic as an

umbrella term, like the others mentioned above. However, it becomes problematic when

documentary forms through subcategories like the bio-docudrama are rhetorically forced to

take up a subordinate role.

Critically analyzing the use of the term biopic within current research has shown that it

is being used in a narrow as well as in a broad sense. While the broad definition of the term

biopic, in the writings about biographical documentary by scholars Rastegar and Ebrahim,

works well for their purpose, the more genre concerned study by O'Meara and Stevens has

shown that it is necessary to express a difference between the biopic and the documentary

biopic in order to productively work with the term. Moreover, the comparative study of

biopics in the narrow sense and biopics in the large sense provoke Minier and Pennacchia to

specify the term biopic for their purpose, coining the bio-docudrama as a subcategory.

1.3 The Biofilm and the Question about Documentary

The restrictive and charged nature of the term biopic has been addressed by scholars of the

field earlier already. For instance, Robert A. Rosenstone tried to drop the restrictiveness of the

term biopic and instead suggested to speak of biofilm whenever referring to filmic biography

in a larger sense. The term biofilm to Rosenstone more clearly allows the inclusion of any

40 Minier, Pennacchia, 9, 20.
41 Carolyn Anderson, Jonathan Lupo, “Off-Hollywood Lives: Irony and Its Discontents in the Contemporary

Biopic”, Journal of Popular Film and Television 36, No. 2, (2008): 111.
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film irrespective of it being a work of fiction, documentary, or something in between.42

However, the term biofilm may also be limiting when for instance wanting to speak of audio-

visual biography that is not film in the narrow sense, such as video biography.

The umbrella term biofilm can be beneficial for researchers who precisely want to

address the larger field of biographical filmmaking. This is for instance the case in Moulin's

paper on “biophoty” – a concept proposed in reference to Hayden White's “Historiography

and Historiophoty”.43 The original concept can be understood “as two possible modes of

expression for history,” the former written, the latter primarily visual or filmic, which

“according to White, are on a par with one another.”44 Moulin's biophoty is a more concretely

conceptualized term than Rosenstone's biofilm. Biophoty emphasizes the audio-visual quality

of the discourse, which the term biography lacks or at least is not just to, since the ‘-graphyʼ-

part technically only refers to a written discourse presenting verbal images. This specificity of

the form of discourse is essential for Moulin's aim to trace the role of biofilm in the theory of

biography. However, he also refers back to the issue of using the term biopic in a broad sense,

linking it to the limiting connotation of the biopic as a Hollywood vehicle, when he states,

“[t]he use of the word ‘biopicʼ to refer to any biofilm introduces a deleterious conceptual

misunderstanding that inhibits theorization, insofar as the ‘biopicʼ properly speaking is a

Hollywood invention, steeped in American ideology, and in fact conceived as such.”45 

This statement is important as it supports the claim that the notion of the term biopic

has been greatly influenced by the dominant Hollywood biopic and its associations with

dramatizing the life-stories of historical figures. While this ultimately limits the term biopic, it

however also presents an associative force of the term with which one can engage when

studying biographical documentary in its recently emerging form. That is to think of a term

that is not ‘biopicʼ, but offers a similar reference to dramatized filmic biography, only realized

by the means of documentary. Thus, the challenge is to emphasize a relational existence of the

fictional biopic and the contemporary documentary forms of the genre.

42 Robert A. Rosenstone, History on Film / Film on History (Edinburgh: Pearson Longman, 2006), 92f.
43 Hayden White, “Historiography and Historiophoty”, The American Historical Review 93, No. 5, (December

1988): 1193-1199. 
44 Moulin, 4.
45 Ibid., 3.
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1.4 The Biodoc

Looking closer at the tension that exists between the presumably opposing forces of fiction on

one side and documentary on the other, it has been widely acknowledged that the two are in

fact not mutually exclusive, although they sometimes tend to be perceived that way. As

documentary theoretician Michael Renov has noted, instead of suggesting opposition and

thereby simply denying the boundaries between them, “[w]ith regard to the complex relations

between fiction and documentary, it might be said that the two domains inhabit one

another.”46 Thus, what Renov points out, is exactly the kind of reciprocity and mutual pull

between fiction and documentary, which is prominent in biofilm.

Renov further clarifies his argument by noting, “it is not that the documentary consists

of the structures of filmic fiction (and is thus parasitic of its cinematic ‘otherʼ) as it is that

‘fictiveʼ elements insist in documentary as in all film forms.”47 These ‘fictiveʼ elements Renov

refers to, include “character ‘constructionʼ; poetic language; emotionalizing narration or

musical accompaniment; ‘embeddedʼ narratives; dramatic arcs; the exaggeration of camera

angles, camera distance, or editing rhythms.”48 All of the named elements are inherent and

very common in biofilm which uses a documentary approach.

Further following Renov, we can note that “both [fiction and documentary] create a

‘truthʼ of the text.”49 However, the relation to ‘truthʼ outside the text needs to be assessed,

discussed and potentially questioned or criticized. Although, fiction and documentary as

modes of filmmaking may not always differ so much in their factual relation to ‘truthʼ, they

certainly carry different expectations on ‘truthʼ.50

Berber Hagedoorn has noted that a significant difference between documentary and

the fictional biopic lies in the fact that “some documentarists or critics claim a higher ‘truth’

for documentaries than their fictional counterparts.”51 Such expressed authorial opinions

affect how we see and make sense of documentary as viewers. This particular how involved in

46 Michael Renov, “Introduction: The Truth About Non-Fiction”, in Theorizing Documentary, id. ed. (New
York/London: Routledge, 1993), 3. Emphasis in original.

47 Ibid., 10. Emphases in original.
48 Ibid., 198.
49 Ibid., 7.
50 I think of ‘truthʼ in the sense that Bill Nichols once explained, namely that it refers to a form of reassurance

that the things we see are just as they seem. (1991, 240).
51 Berber Hagedoorn, “‘Look what I found!’: (Re-)crossing boundaries between public/private history and

biography/autobiography in Péter Forgács’ The Maelstrom”, Studies in Documentary Film 3, No. 2 (2009):
185.
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seeing documentary has most notably been addressed by Vivian Sobchack, who argued for

documentary as a mode of reception rather than a filmic object. She suggests that

documentary “also – and more radically – designates a particular subjective relation to an

objective cinematic or televisual text. In other words, documentary is less a thing than an

experience.”52 This experience is rooted in the viewer, who is informed by preexisting

knowledge and expectations about what documentary film is, what it looks like, and how it is

potentially representing ‘realityʼ.

Even if documentary seemingly carries a higher degree of ‘truthʼ than fiction, as

Nichols states, it always “draws on and refers to historical reality while representing it from a

distinct perspective.”53 With ‘perspectiveʼ Nichols refers to the filmmaker's influence on the

representation of ‘historical realityʼ and her or his potential to reassess and reconstruct this

‘realityʼ through filmic procedures such as mise-en-scène, editing, voiceover etc. In a similar

vein, Hagedoorn, in reference to Wong54, argues that “both documentaries and fictional works

use the same technical apparatus and present moving images produced under similar technical

and cultural constraints; hence, both are constructions of history, even if ‘true’.”55 This again

is exactly what White aimed at in his conceptualization of historiophoty, for which film is a

central vehicle.

That noted, the medium itself, the involvement of the filmmaker, and other authorial

voices complicate any truth claim within the scope of biofilm. Ultimately both fiction and

documentary (or actuality, or ‘non-fictionʼ) are at work in any biofilm, only that these are

represented and experienced in varying degrees. In the biopic, the degree of fictionality (both

in representation and experience) seems to greatly exceed that of actuality. In this narrow

sense the term biopic has obvious limitations when wanting to speak about biofilm in which

the degree of actuality (again, both by means of representation and experience) seems to

exceed that of fictionality. For this case I therefore suggest the term biodoc.

In a broad sense, biodocs, to me, are biofilms using an articulated and visible

documentary approach. This articulation of ‘documentaryʼ becomes apparent in two broad

ways. First, in the fact that the subject is not played by an actress or actor, but is featured her-

52 Vivian Sobchack, “Toward a Phenomenology of Nonfictional Film Experience”, in Collecting Visible

Evidence, Michael Renov, Jane Gaines eds. (Minnesota: University of Minneapolis Press, 1999), 241.
Emphasis in original.

53 Bill Nichols, Introduction to Documentary (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2010), 7.
54 Cindy Wong, “Documentary”, in Critical Dictionary of Film and Television Theory, Roberta E. Pearson,

Philip Simpson eds. (London: Routledge, 2000), 140-145.
55 Hagedoorn, 185. Emphasis in original.
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or himself. Second, and as a result of the first, in that the life-story is addressed directly rather

than in an imaginative or allegorical way.56 Experiencing and judging this articulation is again

ultimately linked to the viewer's reception, her or his preexisting knowledge and attitude

toward the text.

However, the line between the biopic and the biodoc tends to be blurred, because, as

Moulin observed, “documentaries often make use of excerpts from fictionalized biopics, just

as the latter sometimes include film archive sequences.”57 These hybridizations of the material

again play into the viewer's expectation and experience of documentary. The use of

documentary footage within a biopic may heighten an overall effect of authenticity,

whereupon the use of fictional reenactments in a biodoc (or bio-docudrama for that matter)

may have a contrary effect. The borrowing of source material complicates any claim to

strictly oppose biopic and biodoc. Understood as different representational modes, they

appear to exist in a close relation, which itself must be explored and may take on different

shapes for each individual case. The examples of films that I have chosen to discuss as

biodocs in the following do not include excerpts from fictional biopics, but rather establish

their relation to the fictional biopic through the ‘fictive elementsʼ mentioned by Renov above.

This does, however, not mean that biodocs cannot potentially include sequences from a

fictional biopic.58

Just as the term biopic has its specific connotations, potentials and limitations, the

term biodoc most likely will not be productive as an umbrella term for any biographical

documentary. For my purpose in this thesis, the biodoc is first and foremost considered to be

the documentary ‘versionʼ or ‘counterpartʼ of the biopic in that it is a dramatic feature length

film, which has the purpose of biography (or biophoty, for that case) as its main agenda.

In fact, the term biodoc, as I will work with it, is very much what O'Meara and Stevens

referred to with the term documentary biopic. In their earlier mentioned study of Scorsese's

56 Cf. Nichols 2010, 11f.
57 Moulin, 1.
58 Only one potential example occurred to me in the process of writing this thesis; the television biodoc Falco –

Forever Young (ORF, Patrick Hibler, 2017). The film was produced by and broadcast on the Austrian
government financed channel ORF in early February 2017 on the occasion of Austrian music artist Falco's
posthumously celebrated 60th birthday. Falco had died in a fatal car accident in 1998 and remains the most
successful contemporary Austrian pop-artist to date. Forever Young on several occasions includes footage
from the Falco biopic Falco – Verdammt wir leben noch! (Thomas Roth, 2008). The film otherwise shows
parallels to the biodocs I will discuss in the following, most notably its appropriation of archival footage and
the construction of the film around the physical absence of its dead subject. The film has been uploaded to
YouTube and is at the moment available to watch on two different channels, unfortunately so far no English
subtitles have been added to the respective video clips.
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Material World, they note that this is a film that “combines public and private memory to

create a highly personalized historical document.”59 In the same way, what I refer to as the

biodoc, constitutes a form of memorial practice that merges aspects or conventions of the

biopic with an articulated documentary approach and documentary footage. The footage is

oftentimes of archival origin, in the broadest imaginable sense of the term archive.

Furthermore, the documentary footage may include newly recorded interviews, sometimes

presented as embodied voices (we see the person who talks), other times as disembodied

voices (we do not see the speaker), to borrow the distinction made by Nichols.60

The practicality of the term biodoc relies on its utilization. As any new term, it

demands conceptualization. The limited scope of this thesis will address some fundamental

and shared aspects of films that I find to be prominent contemporary examples of an emerging

biodoc genre. 

Due to my delineation of the term, more experimental approaches to biographical

documentary will not be taken into consideration in my exploration of the biodoc. However,

the term biodoc, just as the term biopic, may evolve into a terminological tool for research

within the larger field of biofilm in the future. It is challenging to make academic language

more comprehensive without risking oversimplification. In my sense, however, I would argue

that the term biodoc can be smoothly integrated into the existing discourse without losing

essential meaning or substance. Rather on the contrary, I find the term biodoc to be more

beneficial than ‘biographical documentaryʼ or the combination of ‘documentary biopicʼ, since

in its contraction it alludes to the biopic (as a term and concept) without losing the autonomy

of documentary. That the biopic and the biodoc share a common ground in biofilm is thus not

only comprehensive through discourse, but also through a noticeably related wording. Their

distinction is further not to be understood as yet another binary model that aims at a

distinction or even opposition of fiction and documentary. Instead it visually emphasizes their

relational being, or in Renov's words, the fact that they “inhabit one another”, and thereby it

constitutes more of a dialogical principle.61 This further reinforces the idea and my approach

that discourses of the biopic are helpful and necessary to theorize the biodoc.

59 O'Meara, Stevens, 174.
60 Cf. Bill Nichols, Introduction to Documentary (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2017), 55.
61 Renov 1993, 3.
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2. Toward a Theory of the Biodoc

In the first part, I have asserted that the mutual root of biography (or biophoty) intrinsically

ties the biopic and the biodoc together. Both share a common agenda; to depict and tell the

life – or significant life periods – of their subject. The biopic and biodoc thus exist in the same

discursive field, which, with reference to the above mentioned Rosenstone, can be subsumed

under the term biofilm. This second part makes the established terminology productive and

aims to move toward a fundamental theorization of the term biodoc. As a phenomenon in

contemporary film culture, the biodoc is related to the biopic. The deployment of two

individual terms enforces a distinctness of the documentary form that appears on several

levels. While the shared aspects of the biopic and the biodoc are one important factor, the

specificities of the biodoc likewise need to be addressed and discussed. I will thus work on

certain themes and aspects I find relevant for a potential theory of the biodoc. These will be

discussed along with examples of films that represent the respective conceptual ideas in a

prominent way.

Moving along in this fundamental theorization of the biodoc, I will – as mentioned in

the Introduction – adhere to aspects and elements brought up by John Corner in his paper

“Biography Within the Documentary Frame: A Note” (2002). Corner lists three key aspects

typically addressed in biographical documentary; (1) dynamics between “person and world”;

(2) the emphasis on both “inner and outer narratives”; and (3) a certain “accounting for

quality” of the subject and its life.62 Furthermore, Corner discusses three central

“communicative elements” that contribute to any biographical documentary; the body, the

face, and the voice.63

Corner's key aspects and communicative elements, however, do not seem productive

in their original sequential order. One of the most fundamental questions asked in any study

of documentary is from whose point of view the event is told. Who has a voice and who does

not? This question is pressing when it comes to biography and especially posthumous

biography. Thus, the first chapter will engage with what Nichols famously phrased ‘voices of

documentaryʼ.64

62 Corner 2002, 98.
63 Cf. ibid., 99f.
64 Nichols' notion of the ‘voice of documentaryʼ was first discussed in his essay, “The Voice of Documentary”,

Film Quarterly 36, No. 3 (1983): 17-30, but has since been reprinted many times, e.g. in Alan Rosenthal,
John Corner eds., New Challenges for Documentary, Manchester University Press, 2005, 17-33. Moreover, it
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As the most radical discrepancy between the biopic and the biodoc lies in the representation

of the subject, I will thus continue discussing the body and its representation. The body is

asserted to be a site of life and death, of either presence or absence of biological processes,

which necessitates different strategies of representation. 

The centralization of the subject is continued in the following chapter engaging with

Corner's aspect of ‘accounting for qualityʼ. This aspect touches upon the question of whose

lives tend to be depicted in a biodoc. Furthermore, the biodoc's engagement with its subject's

relevance and reputation will be explored. 

Having discussed the biodoc subject, its bodily presence and its cultural or even

ideological importance, the next chapter engages with what Corner termed ‘person and

worldʼ. This chapter opens a more specific discussion of how the biodoc connects the

biographical subject as a person to the world it exists or existed in. This could be thought of in

a very navigational sense of localizing or orientating the subject in a certain time and place. 

The dynamics between ‘person and worldʼ and the way in which they are engaged

further lead to questions about the sources of the biodoc. I seek to discuss the biodoc's relation

to ‘archivesʼ and ‘archival documentsʼ supported by documentary theoretician Jamie Baron's

writings about archival film in The Archive Effect.65 More specifically I will go into the

tension between private and public sources, initially touched upon in both what Corner calls

‘person and worldʼ and ‘inner and outer narrativesʼ. This discussion ultimately raises

questions of authenticity in the biodoc, which will be engaged with by approaching the biodoc

as an experience that elicits authenticity effects and favors affective or emotional knowledge

as opposed to historical or factual knowledge.

was recently revised and updated by Nichols in “To See the World Anew: Revisiting the Voice of
Documentary”, in Speaking Truths With Film. Evidence, Ethics, Politics in Documentary (Oakland:
University of California Press, 2016), 74-89. Furthermore, his Introduction to Documentary includes a
chapter on the topic of ‘voiceʼ, asking “What Gives Documentaries a Voice of Their Own?”, (2017), 48-68.

65 Baron 2014.
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2.1 Voices of the Biodoc: Subject, Filmmaker and the Others

Until recently, in the study of film the image has consecutively drawn more scholarly

attention to itself than sound. For the case of the biodoc it appears that instead of taking a

close look, one should rather begin by listening closely.

As Nichols has noted, in documentary “sound provides a major point of identification

for the viewer. It guides us through the imagery; it lends coherence, emotional intensity, and

sensory rhythm; it draws us into a state of epistephilia as we set out to experience and know

the world in a distinct way.”66 The most apparent mediator of sound in film, especially in its

ability to narrate, is the voice. For documentary in specific, Nichols asserts that “[m]ore than a

style, which imbues an imagined world with its distinct allure, which we then behold, the

voice of documentary, as the felt presence of a cohabitant of our shared reality, shapes the

historical world from its specific point of view and addresses us directly.”67 The concept of

‘voiceʼ in this sense refers to a perspective taken on or suggested by a documentary film. As

such the ‘voiceʼ, in all of its possible shapes, constitutes a highly relevant element for the

theorization of the biodoc – a film made by a person about another person's life.68

The ‘voiceʼ as a suggested perspective, in the way Nichols understands it, mostly is a

result of the filmmaker's choices and her involvement. This includes the somatic voice of the

filmmaker, traditionally deployed as forms of expository commentary. Taken more

figuratively, the ‘voiceʼ further involves elements like editing, composition, field depth,

lighting, music, and reenactments. These elements, Nichols finds, “can all contribute to a

distinct perspective or ‘voiceʼ in a more general sense.”69

In the biodoc the voice or perspective of the subject is equally necessary to consider.

As Corner noted, the role of the subject has changed throughout the history of documentary

filmmaking in that (especially biographical) subjects “are no longer simply ‘voicesʼ recruited

to expositional purpose, they are people, the specificity of whose lives irradiate the whole

film, having both an evidential and a rhetorical strength.”70 Thus, we not only get to know

66 Nichols 2016, 73.
67 Ibid., 74.
68 By ‘a personʼ I am referring to the individual credited as director. Although, in some cases there might be

two or more directors credited. Beyond this, I am aware of the fact that almost any film and especially any
biodoc is a collaborative work, and thus the singular of a director and her respective credited name can only
be understood as a representative of a collaboration most likely involving several other individuals.

69 Nichols 2016, 66.
70 Corner 2002, 95. Emphasis in original.
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who the biographical subject is (or was) through their speech, but also more specifically hear

what they have to say. However, what I am most concerned about for the case of the biodoc,

is the actual, somatic voice of the filmmaker, the subject, and the others.

Since the biodoc, as I would argue, commonly constitutes a biographical discourse

rather than an exclusive self-account or a one-on-one dialog between subject and filmmaker,

further voices need to be taken into account. These other possible voices involved are for

instance those of interviewees; family members, friends, enemies or any other person; or

those of other contributors, such as actors performing a voiceover. The biodoc thus is a

polyphonic matter, providing various accounts as well as different tunes within them in order

to (re)construct a life on film.

Furthermore, biodocs' tendency to use a great amount of archival footage also enables

the representation of various perspectives on and not at least of the subject. Through the

utilization of personal materials, such as diaries or journals, a subject's private and even

autobiographical perspective may be made heard. A form of voice is inherent in the words

once introspectively phrased by the subject. Then again, the voice appears even more

strikingly in audio recordings, which not only transmit the words phrased by the subject but

also capture the audible quality of their voice, its specific or unique timbre and pitch of

intonation. Furthermore, the specific sound of any technological recording device also adds a

layer of sound to this, as for instance the crackling of a cassette tape.

As mentioned above, Corner also notes the recorded voice as one typical and central

communicative element in biographical documentary. Using the subject's recorded voice in a

biodoc, as Corner argues, also means that we are “routing the viewer directly into the core of

personal identity, the mental conveyed by the physical.”71 In this form the voice thus strongly

represents the subject's internal world. But the subject's voice can occur in manifold ways;

contained in public recordings, including media footage, such as films a subject has acted in

or music a subject has made; or public appearances, performances, and media coverage like

interviews. However, a publicly recorded voice may offer different insights into the life of the

subject than a privately recorded voice. Corner further notes, the use of the recorded voice

“facilitates a discourse of self-accounting, complementary to, or perhaps at points in tension

with, the accounts offered elsewhere in the film”.72

71  Corner 2002, 99.
72  Ibid.
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The biodoc film titles present a first clue when asking who is speaking or who is given a

voice. A biodoc title commonly signifies its subject through their first name (e.g. Amy, Janis:

Little Girl Blue, Listen to Me Marlon), last name (e.g. Senna, What Happened, Miss

Simone?), full name (e.g. Kurt Cobain: Montage of Heck, Steve Jobs: The Man In The

Machine), or even a pseudonym (e.g. Searching for Sugar Man). The further we get away

from the first name, the more the titles seem to indicate a distance to the subject. But what the

biodoc is all about, is a closeness to the subject. Thus, we can also find biodoc titles that more

evidently suggest the biodoc to be a first-person account. 

This is for instance the case with the recent Ingrid Bergman biodoc, originally titled

Jag är Ingrid (lit. transl. I am Ingrid), which obviously suggests that it is Ingrid Bergman

herself speaking in this film. The use of the grammatical first-person is unfortunately lost in

translation. The English release title instead uses the third-person, Ingrid Bergman In Her

Own Words. However, in both versions the title indicates that the film is in fact giving a voice

to its (deceased) subject. As viewers, we thus expect to hear about Bergman's life first of all

‘in her own wordsʼ and not as told by anyone else. However, Bergman's own words, taken

from archival sources such as private diary entries and letters, are voice-acted by Swedish

actress Alicia Vikander in the biodoc. Thus, textual authority is with Bergman, while

Vikander – quite literally – functions as her reincarnation. This can be understood both in the

sense that Vikander breathes new life into Bergman's words, but also in the sense that as

today's most renowned Swedish star actress she embodies a relation to the former generation's

Swedish star by means of her own biography. Moreover, Jag är Ingrid uses newly recorded

interviews with all of Bergman's grown-up children as well as plenty of home movie footage,

most of it filmed and thus directed by Bergman herself. Thus, the title's indicated self-account

is part of this biodoc, but her voice is not the only one we get to hear in the film.

Similarly suggesting a first-person perspective in the title, the recent biodoc I am

Heath Ledger (Adrian Bruitenhuis, Derik Murray, 2017) comes to mind. Not yet theatrically

released, the synopsis given on IMDb promises the film to offer a distinct posthumous self-

account: “I Am Heath Ledger is a feature length documentary celebrating the life of Heath

Ledger: actor, artist and icon. The documentary provides an intimate look at Heath Ledger

through the lens of his own camera as he films and often performs in his own personal

journey.”73 The celebration of the subject's life is central to, what could be called, the

memorial aspect of the biodoc – the idea of remembering and honoring the dead (especially

73 “I am Heath Ledger”, IMDb, accessed 12 April 2017, http://www.imdb.com/title/tt6739646/. My emphases.
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those who died untimely like Ledger). Furthermore, the notion of the intimate look is alluring

as it promises to reveal something new and personal, while at the same time possibly raising

issues of exposing the subject's privacy. This is again heightened by the fact that the subject is

dead and can not comment or intervene on what material is used or how it is being used;

hence, the question of textual authority.

What can be noted from these examples is the recurring idea or desire to have the

subject narrate her of his own life, and as it is the case with Bergman and Ledger, even

beyond their death. Thus, what these biodocs seem to aim at is reconstructing autobiography

through or within biography. Renov has greatly theorized documentary's autobiographical

impetus increasingly found in documentary of the past few decades.74 His statement that “the

subject in documentary has, to a surprising degree, become the subject of documentary” also

applies to the biodoc as a contemporary phenomenon.75 Although, the biodoc differs from the

more specific autobiographical and first-person documentary Renov speaks about, since in the

biodoc the credited director is not identical with the subject of the film. However, the use of

footage created or recorded by the subject her- or himself, as the case with both Bergman and

Ledger, raises certain questions of textual authority for the biodoc.

Documentary filmmaker and scholar Paul Kerr, with reference to Renov76, for that

matter, asserts that these films constitute a ‘shared textual authorityʼ or in fact a form of

multiple authorship. Kerr discusses his own production of the television documentary

Marilyn on Marilyn (BBC, Paul Kerr, 2001) and explains how the film exclusively uses audio

recordings of a late interview with Marilyn Monroe and deploys this audio like a classical

expository voice-over. The interviewers' voices are only heard at one or two occasions and

contextual informations are presented through intertitles.77 Thus, Marilyn on Marilyn in a way

resembles a more radical approach of utilizing the subject's voice than Jag är Ingrid.

The conceptual shift toward a more open or diverse understanding of authorship, as

exemplified by Kerr through Marilyn on Marilyn, has been discussed earlier. Among others,

Kerr refers to Hagedoorn, who discusses the found footage documentary The Maelstrom: A

Family Chronicle (Péter Forgács, 1997) under the larger pending question whether this film

functions as a site of (auto-)biographical activity. As she argues, The Maelstrom clearly

74 Cf. Renov 2004.
75 Ibid., xxiv. Emphasis in original.
76 Cf. ibid., 222-226.
77 Cf. Paul Kerr, “Authorship, Autobiography and the Archive. Marilyn on Marilyn, Television and

Documentary Theory.”, VIEW Journal of European Television History & Culture 4, No. 8 (2015): 67-79.
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“problematizes conventional notions of autobiography and biography, because textual

authority is posthumously shared by Péter Forgács [the director] and Max Peereboom [the

photographer of the footage and subject of the film].”78 Hagedoorn's main argument is that

this specific kind of work with archival sources “justifies a new categorical designation of

(auto-)biographical documentary film: the ‘collaborative autobiography.’”79 Another

prominent example of this would be Grizzly Man (Werner Herzog, 2005), which both

Hagedoorn and Kerr also refer to in their respective texts.

Kerr adapted the conceptual questions of textual authority raised by Hagedoorn for

The Maelstrom to his case study of Marilyn on Marilyn. According to him, first-person (often

posthumous) narration is a key characteristic of, what he calls, ‘archive-based documentaryʼ.

This type of documentary seems to greatly overlap with what I refer to as the biodoc. Kerr is

mostly referring to the production of Marilyn on Marilyn, but in the introduction to his article

(written in mid-2015), he noted that similar documentaries recently have become “virtually

ubiquitous” in cinemas, explicitly referring to Amy, Senna, Montage of Heck, and Listen to

Me Marlon.80 Taking a closer look at the pool of biodocs released in 2015, it becomes

apparent that these films show very different approaches in terms of what voices are (made)

heard and how these voices are articulated within.

Listen To Me Marlon, much like Marilyn on Marilyn, is a radical example of a biodoc

that completely restrains from a traditional expository voiceover by the filmmaker, in that the

film's soundtrack is entirely composed from archival footage recorded by the subject Brando

himself. Director Stevan Riley proudly noted – and this reminds of what Corner said about the

‘voiceʼ in biographical documentary – these audio recordings were “providing a direct access

to his mind and soul”.81 Furthermore, when hearing the tapes and reels he subsequently

“began to imagine – what if the story could be told entirely in Brando's own words? After all,

who was more qualified to the unravel the complexities and contradictions of Brando, than

Brando himself?”82

The other extreme would be a biodoc that effectively deploys a voiceover by the

filmmaker. Examples of this sort would for instance be the biodocs Palme (Maud Nycander,

78 Hagedoorn, 177.
79 Ibid.
80 Kerr, 67.
81 Stevan Riley, “How Marlon Brando's Audio Tapes Became the Narration for ‘Listen to Me Marlon’”,

IndieWire, 8 January 2016, accessed 8 April 2017, http://www.indiewire.com/2016/01/how-marlon-brandos-
audio-tapes-became-the-narration-for-listen-to-me-marlon-38817/.

82 Ibid.
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Kristina Lindström, 2012), about Sweden's former Socialist prime minister Olof Palme, and

Citizen Schein (Maud Nycander, 2017), about Palme's friend and Swedish culture icon Harry

Schein, or Alex Gibney's aforementioned Steve Jobs: The Man in the Machine. The latter

brings not only the subject and primary witnesses of his life on screen, but puts director

Gibney into a virtual dialog with Steve Jobs. This dialog further reaches out to Jobs'

contemporaries, friends and enemies, and thereby questions his contradictory, however,

celebrated life and globally mourned death as much as it reconstructs it.83

However, most biodocs lie somewhere between these explicitly different approaches

of utilizing the voice. Jag är Ingrid and Montage of Heck, or the Kapadia biodocs Amy and

Senna avoid voiceover commentary by the filmmaker and rely on (pre)recorded accounts by

others. However, the former two are more hybrid in their composition, merging audio, visual

and audio-visual archival footage with newly recorded footage, most prominently that of

talking-head-style interviews, ultimately adding various voices – and also faces – to the

biographical discourse. Kapadia on the other hand uses newly recorded interviews, but

deploys them instead as voiceover. Throughout the film the voices happen to intersect with

the archival images, always commenting on the respective image visible on screen.

By creating a montage of voices all biodocs aim to depict the complexity of their

subjects. The biodoc moves beyond either hagiographical or pejorative discourses trying to

convey bits of both. Most importantly, by sharing textual authority the biodoc also gives a

voice to the subject to speak for her- or himself.

2.2 Representing the Body

At the center of any biography is the subject. With every subject comes a body. As Corner

also claims, any “[a]udio-visual biography needs to have a visualization of a body in the

world.”84 Although, the most common approach toward the subject's body is to visualize it,

documentary approaches that get by with representing the subject's body only by means of

voice, exist too. This was for instance effectively done in Kurt Cobain: About a Son (AJ

Schnack, 2006), a documentary85 that does not show a single image of Cobain, but uses audio

83 Cf. Nichols 2016, 146-148.
84 Corner 2002, 99.
85 I use the broader term documentary here, since About a Son, to me, is no biodoc in the narrow sense. First of

all, the film relies on only one specific archival source instead of many different sources. Furthermore, the
film lacks any visualization of a body and more importantly, it does not include any of Cobain's own music,
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recordings of an interview with him, put over entirely newly recorded imagery from three

specific sites of Cobain's life; Aberdeen, Olympia and Seattle.

For the cases of the biopic and the biodoc, however, their most obvious and striking

difference lies in the visual representation of this body. As mentioned earlier, biopics, due to

their fictional anchorage, work with reenactments of their subject embodied by an actress or

actor. Thus, the subject's body is mediated by means of a visual performance. We can for

instance take the actors Ashton Kutcher and Michael Fassbender who both (re)incarnated

Steve Jobs in the respective biopics Jobs (Joshua Michael Stern, 2013) and Steve Jobs (Danny

Boyle, 2015). 

The biodoc, in contrast, due to its indexical anchorage is characterized by the subject's

own visual bodily presence. However, this presence relies on existing sounds and images of

the subject. Thus, in comparison to the body in the biopic, the biodoc-body is generally less

mediated by means of performance, but first of all functions as testimony. The corresponding

example to the Steve Jobs biopics would be The Man in the Machine, which utilizes archival

footage as a source of visualizing the subject's body. The footage shows the actual Steve Jobs

in different contexts and at different moments in his past life; intimate as well as promotional

photographs; various interviews from different stages of his life; footage from his iconic

public appearances as CEO of Apple; and even video footage of him giving a deposition to

the U.S. State Corporation Commission about a stock option backdating case. Thus, in the

biodoc Jobs' life is addressed directly, while the biopics address it in an imaginative and

allegorical way. This observation ultimately demonstrates the urgency to differentiate

between biopics and biodocs.

Nichols has earlier pointed to this discrepancy. In his terminology, historical fiction –

that the biopic constitutes – always suffers from “a body too many, namely that of an actor.”86

In this sense, Ashton Kutcher and Michael Fassbender constitute such a ‘body too manyʼ in

their respective Steve Jobs biopics. Their own bodily presence in the performance “testifies a

gap between the text and the life to which it refers. It reduces representation to simulation.”87 

On the other hand, Nichols points to the fact that, “[d]ocumentary […] faces a scarcity

of resources when it forgoes the use of actors.”88 The profilmic absence of the subject thus

which comprises a large part of his biography. However, these gaps are alluring in their own respect.
86 Nichols 1991, 249.
87 Ibid., 249f.
88 Ibid., 250.
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constitutes what he calls “a body too few”.89 With profilmic absence, I am referring to the

impossibility of putting the actual subject in front of a camera, which in most cases, as with

Jobs, is the result of the fact that the subject is dead. In fact, as mentioned in the previous

chapter, Man in the Machine uses Jobs' globally mourned death in 2011 as a pretense for its

retrospective investigation of the life of a ‘man-made-legendʼ. Documentaries dealing with

dead subjects like Jobs are confronted with a bodily absence in the now, a gap that remains to

be bridged. As Nichols notes, two common strategies of documentary are the use of archival

footage as well as that of interviews. However, these evoke presence in a different way,

“[a]rchival footage frequently offers us the sense of the body in history, the person as

historical figure, whereas interviews offer something closer to the boundary between a

disembodied recounting and an embodied enactment.”90 

Nichols discusses the film Roses in December (Ana Carringan, Bernard Stone, 1982)

as an example of a documentary primarily concerned with biography and further with that of a

deceased subject. He points to the issue that “the film can only present its central character

[Jean Donovan] as a structuring absence in need of reconstruction.”91 Other than historical

documentary, Roses in December does not aim to reconstruct a past event, but rather an

individual life. Nichols thus compares the documentary to biopics such as Young Mr. Lincoln

(John Ford, 1939). He asserts that this documentary and the biopic share a certain structural

strategy by reasoning, “Roses is more similar to those fiction films that set out to recover a

past life, beginning at a point from which we may ask, ‘How did this come to pass?ʼ”92

This question is the one Gibney – almost literally – asks in the beginning of The Man

in the Machine. However, a structuring absence can not only be found in this example, but is

in fact frequently made productive in biodocs. O'Meara and Stevens, in a similar vein found

that “many biopics93 suffer the narrative conundrum of how to present a story with a ‘spoiled’

ending”.94 For the case of the George Harrison biodoc Material World, they argue that “before

we begin watching the film, we already know how, why and when Harrison became famous,

and we know that he will die.“95 This is in fact a common preposition in biofilm and thus also

applies to the biodoc. But as O'Meara and Stevens suggest, this is not necessarily a restriction.

89 Cf. Nichols 1991, 250.
90 Ibid., 252. Emphasis in original.
91 Ibid., 251. My emphasis.
92 Ibid.
93 As discussed above, O'Meara and Stevens use the term biopic in a broad sense. Thus, it is in this case meant

to be inclusive of documentary (see 1.2).
94 O'Meara, Stevens, 175.
95 Ibid.
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On the contrary, they argue this awareness can be used as an “emotional momentum that also

constitutes a moral subtext” putting the viewers in touch with what they “(presumably)

already know”, at times affirming this preexisting knowledge while other times presenting

previously unknown and maybe surprising aspects.96

Death is in fact a central issue related to biography, and furthermore to the

representation of the body in biography. Death may thus be one – if not the – driving force

behind biographical practice in general. As biopic-scholar Taylor even assumed, all biography

may historically root in an attempt to remember the dead, since the very first biographical

accounts supposedly were lamentations of the dead, elegies, and epitaphs.97 

While the term biography – literally, the writing of life – emphasizes life, ironically

often biography deals with already bygone lives and thereby rather constitutes a form of re-

writing of life. In fact, as Vidal notes, “[b]iography has been called the necrophiliac art, a

‘haunted form of writing, imparting a textual afterlife to the dead.ʼ”98 In this sense biography

is ultimately linked to practices of both preservation – the aim to capture and hold on to the

‘essenceʼ of life – and resurrection – the aim to overcome the finiteness of death.

With its ability to capture life as movement and to visualize it as such over and over,

the filmic medium seems to be predestined as a tool for biography. Biofilms accordingly – or

rather in general – tend to work with dead subjects. As also Sigrid Nieberle asserts, the biopic

almost always requires the historical death of the subject (in her case, the author/writer) in

order to symbolically resurrect her or him on screen. She further notes, “it is the definitive

death of the author that marks the beginning and the end of the story.”99 In a similar vein,

Vidal notices that the death of the biographical subject tends to affect the overall concept of

life writing. She asserts that the biopic in many cases constitutes “a deeply uncanny form, a

form of thanatography or death writing […] as opposed to life writing.”100 Thus, the impact a

subject's death had on her or his respective life narrative, may be so severe that bio-graphy no

longer is possible. From beginning to end, the life of the deceased subject is drenched in

morbidity and death. Kim Newman likewise observed this thanatographical tendency in

96 O'Meara, Stevens, 176.
97 Taylor, 46.
98 Vidal, 15. Quote in quote by Laura Marcus, “The Newness of the ‘New Biographyʼ: Biographical Theory

and Practice in the Early Twentieth Century”, in Mapping Lives: The Uses of Biography, Peter France,
William St. Claire eds. (Oxford University Press, 2008), 206.

99 Sigrid Nieberle, Literarhistorische Filmbiographien. Autorschaft und Literaturgeschichte im Kino

(Berlin/New York: Walter de Gruyter, 2008), 21. My translation.
100 Vidal, 15. Emphasis in original.
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biopics and went as far as claiming the existence of a “bizarre sub-genre […] that can be

termed the bio-death-pic.”101 These accounts surely also apply to the biodoc, which confronts

us more radically than the biopic with indexical sound and imagery of a dead subject.

Vidal also refers to examples of biodocs dealing with dead subjects, namely Senna and

Bobby Fischer: Against the World (Liz Garbus, 2011), the latter about the controversial chess

grandmaster Bobby Fischer. These films, she says, “transform pieces of a life and partial

accounts into a seamless chronicle of death foretold.”102 Senna is a prime example of

foreshadowing the subject's own untimely death. As the film departs from the subject Ayrton

Senna's own perspective, his reactions to other's accidents are repeatedly emphasized. He is

shown in grief about his colleagues and reflects about the dangers of racing and death

throughout the entire film, which ultimately foreshadows the end of the film that coincides

with the end of his life. Especially the fatal accident of Roland Ratzenberger, that occurred

only the day before Senna's own, invokes a presence of death on the race track. Generally

speaking, once famous individuals are dead, as Margaret Schwartz has noted, “their lives are

defined by death, their stories inseparable from their endings.”103 Senna's reflections on other

racing drivers' accidents and the untimely death of Ratzenberger retrospectively can be read

as a sort of clairvoyant commentary on his own inevitable demise. The associative

transformation of images of life into images of death thus can become a powerful structural

and dramatic device in the biodoc.

However, death is not only inscribed in the narrative structure, but also occurs to be

inscribed in the body. This is most effectively pushed in cases of biographical subjects who

died an early and (more or less) unforeseen death, as was the case with Ayrton Senna, but also

Kurt Cobain or Amy Winehouse. In their respective biodocs death is present in the individuals

themselves. It is connected to the actions of their bodies (a dangerous occupation like

motorsports, self-destruction or substance abuse), and/or the health status of their bodies

(mental illness, eating disorders, or suicidal tendencies). While the latent sense of finiteness,

conveyed by death as a structuring element of the narrative, can be found in almost any

biodoc dealing with a dead subject, the inscription of death in the body is more specifically

reserved for subjects who suffered a young, tragic, and sometimes self-inflicted death.

101 Kim Newman, “...Who Gets Out Alive?”, Monthly Film Bulletin 58, No. 687 (April 1991): 120. 
102 Vidal, 16.
103 Margaret Schwartz, Dead Matter, (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2016), 6.
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As Schwartz further notes, such famous subject's “untimely deaths are media events in which

the moral importance of their deaths is constructed via a complex negotiation of their [bodies']

relationship with the image.”104 Senna and Amy, for instance, include their subjects' deaths in

the narrative and retrospectively engage with it. The event is depicted and discussed in detail

trying to attach great importance to it. Senna includes explicit footage of the subject's fatal

accident at Imola in 1994, which at the time was live broadcast on television and witnessed by

millions of viewers around the globe. The film shows Senna's final lap from his very own

perspective through the use of in-car-footage recorded by an on-board camera. Only a few

seconds before the impact a cut displaces us from the front left side of the car and thus from

death.

Nichols points to documentary's continuous challenge to depict death and more

specifically the event of dying, which we are so radically confronted with in Senna. Nichols

further notes that the mortality of the body “eludes all strategies of representation. It is, in the

crucial moment of its occurrence, unrepresentable. […] Death is the deduction or cessation of

something within, unseen.”105 By cutting away from the first-person perspective seconds

before Senna's death, Kapadia visualizes exactly the elusiveness and non-representability of

death. However, after the fatal impact, he chooses to stay at the scene of accident, exposing to

the viewer, what Schwarz has termed, the “iconic corpse”.106 Iconic corpses, in Schwartz's

sense, are “corpses of people […] whose deaths occasion with public narratives about the

nation, suffering, the other”, and their “legacies […] touch on key notions of identity, ethics,

and politics.”107 The iconicity of Senna's corpse – and in a way also his martyred body – is

further emphasized by voiceover comments of witnesses. Especially, one by sports reporter

John Bisignano is intriguing, as we hear him say, “He did not have a broken bone in his body.

He did not have any bruising.”108 In this statement Bisignano ultimately negates Senna's

biological body. He glorifies the visual intactness of Senna's ‘presenceʼ, almost in the sense of

an apotheosis, elevating him to a saintly figure that no longer is tied to the confinements of his

physical body.

This further ties in well with the film's recurring emphasis on Senna's religious belief

and embodied relation to God. His death is framed and narrated in an almost affirmative way

104 Schwartz, 6.
105 Nichols 1991, 236.
106 Schwartz, 6.
107 Ibid.
108 Senna, 01:32:52-01:33:00.
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constituting a metaphysical ‘coming-homeʼ to God as we follow his bodily remains' final

journey to Brazil. At his return devastated crowds of people in the streets are shown. The

following funeral sequence – the ultimate ritual of mourning – is alluring as it constructs

personal relations and memories by making them visible for the viewer through a montage of

the past and the presence – images of life and images of death collide. While individual

family members and friends approach Senna's casket – wrapped in the Brazilian national flag,

mounting his iconic racing helmet in the colors of the same109 – the film cuts to footage

showing these individuals together with Senna in extraordinarily happy moments they shared,

emphasizing the exchange of touches. These intimate touches evoke the presence of Senna,

the representation of his body visualizes that which no longer is in the world, but what at the

same time remains present in memories. All of the ‘flashbackʼ-footage has appeared earlier in

the film already. However, new meanings result from these images when put in a suggestive

and emotionally laden montage like this. The montage contrasts images of unbearable grief

and full-blown joy. Furthermore, the past is reassessed and reevaluated after the event of

death. In a way, this sequence demonstrates the impact death has on the past in general and on

images of the past specifically and, as noted by Schwartz above, this is ultimately related to

the subject's body and its presence in the image as responding to others and their touches.

Compared to Senna, which works very explicitly and in an unsparing manner with

images of death and the visualization of the corpse, Montage of Heck excludes any such

footage. Instead, the inevitable end is addressed by the display of an intertitle providing

almost clinical evidence – as opposed to an emotionally laden one represented in Senna. By

avoiding iconic and mythologized images of Cobain's death and the subsequent media

coverage of it, as I have argued earlier, Montage of Heck works against death and more

urgently emphasizes Cobain's ongoing haunting presence in the world.110 This may also have

to do with the respective causes of death.

109 This side note alone would allow an entire digression on what Schwartz (2016) discussed as the ‘body of the
nation.ʼ With reference to her, the representation of Senna and his body, corpse and casket in the film could
be read as that of the leader of a nation. Although Senna was no king or politician, the film depicts him as a
leader of Brazil, a man who had accumulated capital and used this to selflessly support his nation, e.g.
through donations to help poor children. Senna's untimely death caused a disruption of hope for many
Brazilians, which is prominently featured in the sequence showing his corpse's arrival in Brazil and his final
journey through the city. As Schwartz notes, such national leader's “embalmed bodies became important sites
of contestation about what the history, boundaries, and future of the nation should be.” (7) Furthermore, she
states, “[t]o embalm and display the dead leader is to make an overt representational claim about the
continuity of the nation he represents – to literally re-present the body as figurative. At the same time, the
physical relationship between the body and what it represents blurs the line between the literal and the
figurative, thus naturalizing the indexical or causal relationship between the body and its embalming.” (27f).

110 Cf. Podlesnigg, 114.
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However, in a similar way like Montage of Heck, Senna goes back to images of the alive and

well subject after his death on screen. Senna ends with the same images it begins with; Super

8 amateur footage of one Senna's first go-kart races in Europe, some time between 1978 and

1980. Over this footage, audio of Senna's voice, recorded at a press conference at the

Australian Grand Prix in 1993, is set as commentary. He recites his memory of “pure racing”

before he entered Formula 1 and everything became money and politics.111 The respective

sequences, ultimately constituting a narrative parenthesis, are edited with a slight variation.

For the opening of the film we only see the Super 8 footage and hear the voice of Senna,

suggestively speaking in a retrospective manner. At the end of the film, after we witnessed

Senna's death and funeral, the film circles back to the start. If you will, this structure also

resembles the figure of the race track which starting point is the same as its goal. In the end,

we first get to see the image of Senna at the 1993 press conference, looking healthy and being

at the height of his career. After a while the film cuts to the Super 8 footage representing the

memory recited by Senna and cuts back and forth one more time until the final titles are

displayed.112

Although, it is not always the case that audio-visual archival footage of certain key

moments in the life of a subject can be traced. Especially for those cases where no visual

representation of the body exists to bridge the gap created by documentary's ‘body too fewʼ, a

common strategy in the biodoc has become to work with reenactments via animation.

This is for instance the case in Montage of Heck, which deploys animation to illustrate

sequences in the film that rely on exclusive audio footage recorded by Cobain throughout his

life.113 The film adds animated imagery to those audio recordings and thus turns around the

traditional hierarchy between these two representational levels. These animated sequences,

rendering a figure based on Cobain's physical appearance, either construct the narratives

indicated by the recorded account or reconstruct the moment of their very recording. While in

animated documentary, as Jonathan Rozenkrantz notes, the sound commonly helps to fill “the

gap that the non-indexical image has left”, in this case we can also assert that the non-

indexical image fills the gap constituted by the non-visual recording of voice. 114

Consequently, we are less concerned with what is being said, but the mere fact that something

111 Senna, 00:01:07-00:01:22.
112 Ibid., 01:36:22-01:37:51.
113 The quality of this audio footage is quite diverse, ranging from sound collages to music sketches and entirely

spoken passages (at times reminding of audio journals, other times rather of audio dramas).
114 Jonathan Rozenkrantz, “Colourful Claims: towards a theory of animated documentary”, Film International,

6 May 2011, accessed 4 May 2017, http://filmint.nu/?p=1809.
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is said has great importance in terms of it giving the desired indexical evidence of Cobain.115

Moreover, in the composition of indexical sound over non-indexical imagery, the sound's

indexical status seemingly rubs off on the non-indexical images. The images – most

prominently through the visualization of the body – suggest a closeness to Cobain, while at

the same time in their style they construct a distance to the other indexical images presented

within the film.116

However, the use of animation as a form of reenactment is not limited to biodocs

about deceased subjects like Cobain, it is for instance also deployed in He Named Me

Malala.117 Since almost no visual footage from the time prior to the assassination attempt on

Malala Yousafzai in 2012 existed, the sequences representing this time period were recreated

in animations visualizing the figure of a girl, of whom we can think as a young Malala.

A similar, but still slightly different case is Searching for Sugar Man. In the first half

of the film it is unclear whether the subject Sixto Rodriguez (of whom we not even know if

this is his real name) is eventually still alive. In fact, several rumors about his suicide are

recited. We are presented some still images, photographs of the young Rodriguez, but in them

his face is never entirely visible, as it is always covered by his large sunglasses or obscured by

bad lighting or a low quality of the image. Anecdotes about Rodriguez' life, told by

interviewees who knew him and worked with him, are at one point imaginatively

reconstructed in animations showing the shadow of a mysterious and elusive figure walking

through the streets of Detroit at night.118 Thus, the film first constructs an absence, which will

later be resolved as the film tracks down the mysterious Sixto Rodriguez and his current

physical presence is revealed at the beginning of the second half of the film.119 While in

Montage of Heck the animation is a strategy to re-animate the deceased subject, in Searching

for Sugar Man the subject we thought was dead is symbolically resurrected in the moment we

find out that he is in fact still alive. However, his bodily presence still remains mysterious, he

still always wears sunglasses and is shown in dark rooms. For that matter, the animated

sequences also occasionally appear after the revelation of Rodriguez, only do they no longer

115 Cf. Rozenkrantz.
116 Cf. Podlesnigg, 110f.
117 Other than in most biodocs, the title He Named Me Malala does not only suggest a first-person perspective,

but in that also includes a third-person. Other than most of the biodoc subjects, who are commonly grown-
ups and not children or teenagers, the act of name-giving indicated in the title evokes the role of Malala
Yousafzai's father in her biography. More specifically, the impact he had and still has on her upbringing and
education.

118 Searching for Sugar Man, 00:05:42-00:06:20.
119 Ibid., 00:46:12-00:46:50.
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bridge the gap of the ‘body too fewʼ. They rather create a sense of hyperrealism that alludes to

the fact that Rodriguez, after never having made it as an artist back home, retrospectively got

to live what could have been real, when coming to South Africa in 1998.

In such a case, of a biodoc that deals with a living subject, the subject is commonly

present in the filmic configuration of the now. As was the case with Malala or Sugar Man and

one could also note Keith Richards: Under the Influence. In these biodocs the profilmic

presence of the subject, as I would argue, yet again establishes a ‘body too manyʼ. Because

the present subject (more or less) engages with her or his own past, which is likewise

visualized in the film, the subject's body in the ‘nowʼ interferes with the body ‘thenʼ.

In Under the Influence we meet the old Keith Richards interviewed in the now as well

as the young represented through archival footage. The same goes for Sugar Man and the old

Rodriguez vs. the young Rodriguez. Although, we might not be as familiar with Rodriguez'

appearance as we are with Richards'. The time and life lived is so drastically inscribed in their

bodies, faces, and skin that we witness a kind of corporeal chronology. Time becomes

drastically visible in the form of physical decay.

On the other hand, in the case of Malala, her body in the now so visually carries the

consequences of her getting shot in the head at age 15. The scars and the paralysis of half her

face have transformed her body severely; hence, the Malala before the attempted assassination

and the Malala after this event differ, they are eventually the same person, but their bodies

represent different stages of life.

In this sense, Corner also explicitly argues for a significance of the face as “the outer

physical identifier of the person” and further notes that biodocs (or biographical documentary,

as he prefers to call them) tend to “do a lot of ‘face workʼ”.120 Facial images, so Corner, draw

the viewer closer to the subject and supposedly make their inner world more accessible

through them.121 As Kerr further noted, this focal point of the face is especially important

when dealing with a star subject, whose face is known and will be recognized without

ambiguity.122

120 Corner 2002, 99.
121 Cf. Ibid.
122 Cf. Kerr, 75.
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2.3 Fame as ‘Accounting for Qualityʼ

With reference to biopic-scholar George F. Custen, Corner addresses the tendency of both

biopic and biodoc to indicate and explain its subject's relevance.123 One could also think of

relevance in the sense of “importance”, as Ellen Cheshire noted for the biopic-subject. She

asks what it is that connects the films of the biopic genre, arriving at the conclusion that

“[u]nlike other genre forms the bio-pic seemingly shares no familiar iconography, codes or

conventions. They can be set anywhere and at any time. What links them is quite simply the

films depict the life of an important real person.”124 Her statement about the lack of a shared

iconography of the biopic is questionable in general and may neither apply to the biodoc, for

reasons discussed above.125 However, the connection throughout biopics, which is apparent in

the biodoc too, is that their subjects are always real and somehow ‘importantʼ people.

Cheshire in her own study focuses on a catalog of ‘professionsʼ that, as I would add,

commonly constitute fame and therefore a certain degree of importance. These are

“musicians, actors/directors, writers, artists, sportsmen [sic], academics, politicians and

royalty”.126 The biodoc, much like the biopic, favors professions that in a way ‘breedʼ famous

subjects. Recent candidates for a biodoc treatment were frequently famous musicians (Amy

Winehouse, Nina Simone or Janis Joplin) or actors (Ingrid Bergman, Marlon Brando, or

Heath Ledger). For all of their cases, the notion of fame may further be saturated with

assumptions about artists as conflicted personalities. As Cheshire notes for the biopic, “the

cliché of the tortured genius is a popular model, providing us with a pre-written storyline,

melodrama and a strong central performance”, and so it is the case for the biodoc.127 While it

may be problematic in the sense that certain stereotypes are reproduced or affirmed by this

model, it also elevates the dramatic potential of the biodoc as a feature film. 

The notion of fame, however, does not stand alone, but is related to further concepts

like that of the ‘starʼ, ‘stardomʼ, or ‘celebrityʼ, which Philip Drake and Andy Miah as terms

have found to “often [be] used interchangeably”.128 They aim to trace the history of the term

‘celebrityʼ and assert that it already in the fourteenth century was “used to describe the

123 Corner 2002, 98.
124 Cheshire, 4. My emphasis.
125 For instance, the visualization of the subject's body with an emphasis on the face could be considered part of

a shared iconography.
126 Cheshire, 5.
127 Ibid., 8.
128 Philip Drake, Andy Miah, “The Cultural Politics of Celebrity”, Cultural Politics 6, no. 1 (March 2010): 50.
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condition of being famous, that is, fame in the public domain. By the mid nineteenth century it

was used to describe a person of fame, that is, the descriptive noun ‘a celebrity.ʼ”129 They note

that in this tradition the term celebrity was connoted positively, while recently it “has been

used in a more negative manner, to describe someone famous for not doing very much, and

contrasted with the term ‘heroʼ denoting someone of more verifiable talent and

accomplishment.”130

In order to avoid judgements like that, in its potential broadness, fame seems to offer a

more functional tool to describe the biodoc-subject's status. Fame rather addresses the general

reception, not emphasizing or evaluating how it has been achieved, but approving that it is a

given factor. However, for a subject to be(come) a candidate for a biodoc, her or his fame also

needs certain recognition, which commonly derives from an exploration of the how and the

why of their respective rise of fame. This element of biographical discourse – that Corner

refers to as ‘accounting for qualityʼ – can for instance be achieved by a chronological or at

least step-by-step indication of the subject's achievements generating fame. Moreover, the

biodoc with its common emphasis on the biographical subject's own perspective also tends to

explore this rise to fame as an imagined personal experience.

This is for instance prominently featured in Montage of Heck. About 50 minutes into

the film Nirvana reaches world-wide fame through the success of their second record

Nevermind in mid-1991. At first showing and celebrating this moment, soon a distinctively

contemplative and melancholic tone is taken on by slowing down the images and playing a

quiet alternative version of Smells Like Teen Spirit, performed by the Belgian women's choir

Scala and Kolacny Brothers. Subsequently the tone shifts to the contrary as the original

version of Breed, another song from Nevermind, plays. The energetic song is put over a rapid

montage of interview clips, images of magazine covers, and live performances, suggesting the

fast pace in which life changed for the band members suddenly facing world-wide fame in

their early twenties. Film critic Naomi Fry recalls this part of the film, finding that “[t]he

moment in which grunge achieved mainstream prominence is shown […] to be monstrous

and terrifying, with surging crowds teeming with bare-torsoed, baseball-cap-wearing white

teenage boys”.131 The juxtaposition of the ‘quiet before the stormʼ following the maelstrom of

media attention and fame creates an overwhelming montage. The film lingers on images of

129 Drake, Miah, 50f. My emphases.
130 Ibid., 51.
131 Naomi Fry, “All Apologies. A new Kurt Cobain documentary reminds us of what we lost when he died.”,

The New Republic, May 2015, 78-80, here 79. My emphasis.
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random Nirvana-fans obsessively celebrating the band as well as it features several interview

clips in which the band members are uninterested and at times appear to be sabotaging the

interview rather than giving one. The film suggests a prominent subjective perspective as the

events are linked to Cobain's and the others' personal experience of their unstoppable rise to

fame. However, this element is not explored in great depth when looking at the film as a

whole. As the biodoc-plot is necessarily fragmentary, this montage comprises only about

fifteen minutes of the 145 minute feature film. Depicting the rise to fame, like any other

aspect of the subject's life, involves choices of what to address, what to highlight, and what to

leave out. This reminds of what Custen, for the case of the biopic, earlier has referred to as “a

mass-tailored contour for fame”, i.e. choosing presumably representative events and images

of fame to create boundaries within which the biopic – or in this case the biodoc – can operate

to trace the subject's fame and its relation to the life beyond it.132

As Corner further points out, tracing the subject's fame often also involves “some

sense of early clues, of latent potential only available to the careful, retrospective

examination.”133 Biodocs tend to perform exactly such retrospective examinations of their

subject's fame, typically featuring contemplations on the childhood, early life, or more

generally the times predating their fame. Such notions may be found at any point in the

biodoc, however, they tend to appear early on. Beyond establishing the subject this can also

generate a sense of foreshadow. This may at times create a fatalistic view on the life, in that

fame is constructed and framed as inevitable for the subject. This further ties in with Corner's

notion of “the sentimentality of biography”, which he finds to be represented in “the various

documents […] saturated with the knowledge of hindsight, infected by the pathos of retracing

the path of a lived life, even if one not yet complete.”134

A prominent example that combines early clues of fame with notions of sentiment can

be found at the beginning of Amy. The first minute of the film shows a grainy home video clip

of a teenager's ending birthday party. A caption presents the context of this scenery stating the

year 1998 and the place Southgate, North London. The four teenagers in the room talk and

play around, the ones in front of the camera are introduced by name: Juliette, Eric, Amy. They

talk to the girl behind the camera, trying to convince her to join to them. For a few seconds

the camera turns around and we see a blurry extreme-close-up of the girl's face. Through a

132 Custen, 26.
133 Corner 2002, 98.
134 Ibid. Emphasis in original.
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title we learn her name, Lauren Gilbert. She then tells us that this is her 14th birthday evening

and party and all the other guests have already gone. The camera turns around again and we

see Juliette, this time also introduced by a title indicating her whole name. She seductively

begins singing Happy Birthday in a version reminiscent of Marilyn Monroe's when from the

off another voice joins the tune. The camera hesitates for a moment, but finally swings to the

left, as if looking for the source of this (for the viewer highly familiar) voice and finally

finding it in the young Amy Winehouse – no name title needed. Alone she continues with her

Monroe-like interpretation, while the others are seemingly muted by the magnitude of her

voice.

In this one-minute long preface Amy does far more than introducing Amy Winehouse

as its biographical subject. Granted that Winehouse is already familiar to the viewer, this first

scene presents her long before attaining world-wide fame. However, the knowledge about her

later rise to fame rubs off on these images and sounds, ultimately highlighting Winehouse's

extraordinariness and uniqueness as compared to her friends and further to anyone else.

This necessity of a filmic exposition or trajectory of fame, was also mentioned by

Custen, who, again for the case of the biopic, referred to it as a “teleology of fame.”135 This,

Custen found to be most powerfully marked by the use of montage: “Having established the

greatness of an individual, the rapidity of the shots, often edited in dynamic combinations of

overlapping dissolves, canted frames, altering scales of images, and the like, reinforce a sense

of overwhelming certainty, of irresistible fate.”136

This notion by Custen reminds of the above mentioned sequence in Montage of Heck

and it applies almost point by point to the title sequence of Amy. Over a montage of close-up

black-and-white still images (presumably photographs) of the young Amy Winehouse,

dissolving into one another, we hear an interpretation of the jazz classic Moon River sung by

her at age 16 (indicated through yet another title). Soon Winehouse starts talking in a

commentary set over the song, now heard in the background. She retrospectively tells about

the recording of this song and about her early passion for jazz music. The still images of her

successively dissolve into similar looking ones of 1940s and 50s jazz icons Dinah

Washington, Sarah Vaughan, and Tony Bennett – simultaneously named by Winehouse in the

voiceover – only to arrive at her image once more as the commentary ends. The music takes

over again and the film title Amy appears in capital letters next to a still image of her –

135 Custen, 185.
136 Ibid.
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microphone in hand, eyes closed, singing – slowly shifting from black-and-white to color. 

What is striking about this montage is the way in which Winehouse's career and fame

are connected to (and in a way validated through) a proclaimed ancestry of hers from mid 20th

century jazz. As in this introductory montage she is staged as a 21st century revenant of jazz.

The transition from the past icons to the present reincarnation of this past is prominently

suggested by means of the visual effect in the final shift from black-and-white to color. This

sequence in Amy can further be connected to what Mark Fisher writes about the historical

hauntings involved in and evoked by music.

The feeling of belatedness, of living after the gold rush, is omnipresent as it is
disavowed. Compare the fallow terrain of the current moment with the fecundity
of previous periods and you will quickly be accused of nostalgia. But the reliance
of current artists on styles that were established long ago suggests that the current
moment is in the grip of a formal nostalgia […].137

Fisher speaks of the untimeliness of the 21st century's music, how it seems to be caught up in

the past instead of contributing to or at least imagining a future. He finds that “the 21st century

is oppressed by a crushing sense of finitude and exhaustion.”138 Amy quite strikingly

represents this belatedness (or, alternatively, the 21st century not yet having started) by

suggesting that Winehouse as a potential icon of the 21st century is not ‘enoughʼ to account

for herself, but that her impact needs to be justified by nostalgically looking back in music

history and associating her with 20th century jazz. In a paradox way Winehouse's uniqueness

as an artist – which the film otherwise proclaims – is overshadowed by this associative

montage.

About halfway into the film, as Winehouse's biography reaches the peak of her career

and the moment she went from one of many young music artists to a globally famous star

(and further to tabloid celebrity), another montage demonstrates her ‘teleology of fameʼ. As

her breakthrough single Rehab plays, a top-100-list appears with a still image of Winehouse

to the right. A small animation shows the single Rehab literally climbing up the list. The

montage moves along in rapid editing to magazine covers of her, again dissolving into one

another, while occasionally enlarging headlines or zooming in and out. From there the film

cuts to another montage of footage stitching several different live performances of Rehab

137 Mark Fisher, Ghosts Of My Life. Writings on Depression, Hauntology and Lost Futures. (Washington: Zero
Books, 2014), 8. Emphasis in original.

138 Ibid.
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together, edited in-sync with the flow of the song.139 Compared to the demonstration of

Nirvana's rise to fame in Montage of Heck, suggestively edited to mimic Cobain's own

perspective, this corresponding sequence in Amy similarly can be read to mimic Winehouse's

perspective on her fast rise to fame, although the sequence in Amy may not appear as

suggestive and drastic in its portrayal.

As noted by Corner, this kind of visual and audible demonstration of the subject's

relevance or fame also functions as a justification of the biographical subject and thereby of

the biodoc itself. Corner implies that the “way in which reputation is engaged with by a

biographical account can vary from celebratory discourses encouraging awe and reverence

through to critical re-appraisals in which a clear de-mystifying purpose can be discerned.”140

Biodocs naturally engage with reputation, which ultimately is a form of recognition of fame

by others. What Corner at the time noted, was that recent documentary television in Britain

tended to pursue more critical approaches.141 This tendency to dethrone the famous subject is

also reflected in Ian Goode's account on British ‘auto/biographical television documentaryʼ of

the early 2000s.142 One of Goode's examples in fact also deals with the biographical subject

Amy Winehouse, namely Amy Winehouse: What Really Happened (Channel 4, Jacques

Peretti, 2008).143 The documentaries discussed by Goode are all in one way or another based

on showing the subject in interaction with someone else, either for promotional business or

clearly taking on an interrogative outside view, which is why he argues for them as

auto/biographical narratives. He identifies that the “self-narratives and relational subjectivities

that occur within television documentary do not offer as much formal complexity as

independent cinema.”144 Furthermore, Goode calls the mode of these British television

documentaries “populist” and sees them existing in a strong relation to the mainstream book

publishing on and by celebrities. Goode's conclusion is that “the form and content of these

[television] programmes indicate […] that the relationship between popular music and

television documentary is able to reveal and illustrate the culturally contested parameters of

stardom and the cycle of fame.”145

139 This sort of rhythmical editing seems to be a common feature in the music biodoc, also Montage of Heck

works with this strategy to transform the stylistic features of a musical piece into the film itself.
140 Corner 2002, 98. Emphasis in original.
141 Ibid., 98f.
142 Ian Goode, “Television Documentary, Pop Stardom and Auto/Biographical Narratives”, in Popular Music

and Television in Britain, Ian Inglis ed. (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2010), 27-39.
143 Ibid., 31.
144 Ibid., 30.
145 Ibid., 39.
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Other than in Goode's examples, in the biodoc Amy the revelation and illustration of

reputation and fame tend to be engaged from neither an exclusively celebratory nor an

entirely demystifying standpoint. By placing the subject at the center and suggesting

Winehouse's own perspective on her life, Amy tries to go beyond the two poles suggested by

Corner and Goode. In fact, what Goode misses is that this approach was also present in

British television documentary in the early 2000s, as I have already briefly noted above with

the example of Kerr's Marilyn on Marilyn. Actually, at the time the production of a series of

documentaries based on the lives of famous individuals using archival footage to let the

respective subject posthumously narrate her or his own life was initiated by the BBC. The

initial Marilyn on Marilyn was broadcast on BBC2 at the end of 2001 and led to the

commission of three more films produced in the same manner; Bing on Bing (BBC, Paul Kerr,

2002), Mae on Mae (BBC, Paul Kerr, 2003), and Billie on Billie (BBC, Paul Kerr, 2003).146

These examples, although dealing with entirely different subjects, in their refusal of

talking heads and the (almost exclusive) construction from archival footage are very much

related to the later biodoc Amy. The aim of the biodoc clearly lies in a portrayal of the

subject's life told from the subject's perspective. However, as mentioned before, other

perspectives may be offered as well. One can note that especially with a tabloid celebrity

subject like Winehouse, the construction of a self-account, for instance in the use of audio

recordings deployed as a narrating voiceover, opens a more reflexive view on the subject and

her reputation than Corner and Goode had in mind.

The mere notion of fame and celebrity that is addressed in the key aspect ‘accounting

for qualityʼ further complicates Corner's aforementioned singular of “a body in the world”.147

As Daniel Harris argues, celebrities have in fact two bodies; a private body that is real,

physical, and mortal, and a public body, that is a symbolic, representative, and ceremonial.148

Corner addresses the contrast between the private and the public from a more narrative

perspective in his notion of ‘inner and outer narrativesʼ, but with Harris, it becomes apparent

that fame is always already inscribed in the subject's body, as I have suggested above in the

example of the representation of Ayrton Senna's corpse in Senna.

This double notion of the body, as I would argue, is particularly important for the

biodoc. On its mission toward an ‘authenticʼ and ʻtrueʼ representation of a famous subject, the

146 Cf. Kerr, 68.
147 Corner 2002, 99.
148 Daniel Arthur Harris, “Celebrity Deaths”, The Antioch Review 66, No. 4 (Fall 2008): 616.
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biodoc aims to visualize both bodies, even – or especially – if these involve a certain

disparity. Harris' differentiation between the public and the private body goes like this:

The public body appears on red carpets in expensive designer dresses, pouting
seductively for the camera, and the private one, courtesy of such controversial
photographic agencies as X17, Scoopt, and Buzz Foto, is invariably exposed
pumping gas in sweatpants and T-shirt, a grumpy malcontent spewing obscenities
at the very cameras it courted only the night before at the latest premiere or the
annual Carousel of Hope gala. The star's ceremonial body basks in the attention of
the paparazzi, primping and preening, while the physical body attempts to outrun
the media, sprinting through airport terminals in a scarf and dark shades and
racing off in the backseat of a Mercedes SUV, cowering beneath a friend's
jacket.149

While this opposition of the public and the private body is an important issue in itself,

concerning the biodoc, the notion of the private body exceeds moments and images captured

by sneaky paparazzi. In the biodoc the private body is oftentimes presented through what

Jamie Baron refers to as “home mode documents.”150 These include home movies as well as

family photographs or similar snapshots that were not intended for a public audience.

Through the appropriation of a filmmaker these documents are, however, moved into a public

context. As Baron notes, these home mode documents “have generally been aligned with the

‘privateʼ and the ‘foundʼ rather than with the ‘publicʼ and the ‘archivalʼ, which endows them

with an added aura of unmediated ‘truth.ʼ”151 Compared to overtly violent and exploitative

paparazzi imagery, biodocs tend to use home mode documents to generate and construct a

sense of credibility for themselves. However, as Baron argues, “the interest we may have in

such documents as they appear in appropriation films is also fundamentally and unavoidably

voyeuristic – offering us the pleasure of seeing something we were not ‘meantʼ to see – and

may come with an ethical price.”152 Hence, the visualization of the private body always

necessarily involves a sense of transgression: “Building on the spatial notion of the home,

‘trespassingʼ offers us an appropriate metaphor for the act of entering and appropriating a

private space uninvited – or at least a private space into which we possibly should not have

been invited.”153 This sense of trespassing is also – maybe even more strikingly – present in

paparazzi footage.

149 Harris, 616.
150 Baron, 81
151 Ibid.
152 Ibid., 82.
153 Ibid., 95.
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When engaging with the reputation of a subject like Amy Winehouse, an enormous visual

archive of exploitative imagery exists and is presumably also remembered by most viewers.

One would assume that excluding such footage is the only way of reaching the ‘realʼ subject,

however, in Amy this exact footage appears as a distinct and influential part of Winehouse's

public fame. The footage is contextualized within the narrative and thus goes beyond the mere

representation or exploitation of the private body. The film interrogates the circumstances

under which the footage was created as well as how the circulation of these images has

influenced Winehouse's reputation as a self-destructive lunatic at the time. Amy thus tries to

posthumously reevaluate Winehouse's image and to ‘humanizeʼ her as an individual in the

face of her undesired fame.

2.4 ‘Person and Worldʼ

In connection to determining and exploring the biographical subject's fame, the biodoc needs

to establish a relation between what Corner refers to as the ‘person and worldʼ.154 More

specifically, this can be understood in terms of positioning the subject in a specific context of

a certain time and space. Corner also speaks of the dynamics between the biographical

subject's ‘formationʼ and ‘impactʼ.155 Thus, the origins and the development of the character

in the world as well as its influence on the world are noted to commonly provide a framework

for the biographical documentary and so they do for the biodoc.

This could be realized effectively, as Corner observes, by “connect[ing] topography to

personality and creativity”, which he notes has been done in the “magnificent biographical

sketch” Elgar: Portrait of a Composer (BBC, Ken Russell, 1962).156 Showing the

biographical subject, composer Edward Elgar, at different stages of his life, traveling across

the landscape of the Malvern hills, the area where he came from and reportedly sought for

inspiration in his work, Corner asserts, this “shows how suggestive the placing of person in

setting can be.”157

In a similar way, the personal is strikingly connected to the topographical in Amy. First

and foremost, the significance of London has repeatedly been emphasized by director Asif

154 Cf. Corner 2002, 98.
155 Ibid.
156 Ibid., 101.
157 Ibid.
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Kapadia in interviews and audience discussions. He noted that Amy is not exclusively about

the person Amy Winehouse, but also about the world around her and that her life story is

inseparable from London as a specific space at a specific time.158 It is in fact difficult or even

impossible for a biodoc not to engage with the world the subject lives – or, as for Amy – lived

in.

While Amy proceeds into Winehouse's musical career, her journey is consistently

linked to North London and further to the district of Camden, known to be an edgy

neighborhood connected to a lively local music scene and pub venues. This is achieved quite

prominently through the use of aerial shots of Camden, repeatedly shown throughout the film.

Since the film for the most part consists of archival footage, the aerial shots (apparently the

only footage newly shot by Kapadia) appear as strikingly different in their impersonality; the

lack of bodies and faces as well as their high resolution in contrast to the different archival

footage. At about thirty minutes into Amy we see these aerial shots for the first time.

Meanwhile on the soundtrack – taken from a creaky lo-fi interview-recording – Winehouse

tells about her move to Camden in early 2005. Note how the juxtaposition of ‘newʼ imagery

and ‘oldʼ sound ultimately connects the past and the present in this scene.

While in the Elgar film the topographical imagery represents a creative and inspiring

environment, in Amy the site of Camden represents a dramatic turning point in Winehouse's

life, associatively linked to her development of drug abuse and addiction. This dramatic

suspense is yet again heightened by the following inserted voiceover commentary of

Winehouse's close friend Juliette Ashby, saying: “When she went to Camden it was very

exciting 'cause it was her first property that she bought and we were all really happy. She

loved Camden, she loved it up there. But when she went to Camden things started

changing.”159 Winehouse's property in Camden becomes a recurring motif (both visually and

158 See for instance the following account by Kapadia from the summer of 2015, when the film had just been
touring film festivals around the world: “This film became about music, art, north London, the world we live
in. I lived in Camden, Primrose Hill and Kentish Town for 10 years. […] I was intrigued by the idea that this
story was going on just along the road and nobody stopped it.” Asif Kapadia/Kaleem Aftab, “Amy director
Asif Kapadia defends himself against Mitch Winehouse criticisms”, Independent, 19 June 2015, accessed 22
April 2017, http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/music/features/amy-director-asif-kapadia-on-
the-heartbreaking-compelling-film-that-introduces-a-new-side-to-amy-10331520.html.

Or – a slight variation of the above – in this account: “I knew Amy, but I’d never seen her live. I’d
never met her. […] I’m a proud North Londoner, and she lived down the road from me. I was proud of her, I
suppose, because she was a local girl. […] I never really understood how that madness was going on down
the street from where I lived, and nobody stopped it. And I wanted to get to the bottom of that. By doing that
I thought I was going to be making a film about London.” Asif Kapadia/Julia Felsenthal, “Director Asif
Kapadia on His Moving New Amy Winehouse Documentary”, Vogue, 7 July 2015, accessed 22 April 2017,
http://www.vogue.com/article/amy-winehouse-documentary-director-asif-kapadia.

159 Amy, 00:28:12-00:28:29.
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narratively) signaling a – if not the – landmark in her life. By means of a topographical survey

and the associative editing of the film, Camden is ultimately linked to Winehouse developing

a self-destructive lifestyle at this point in her life that coincided with her rise to fame. 

Camden, representing Winehouse's ‘worldʼ at the time, is further linked to her

evolving drug addiction and becomes a central place of fate. Her Camden apartment is the

center stage of a drug-related incident of overdose in mid 2007. Within the film's exposition

this sequence foreshadows Winehouse's untimely death in the exact same place only four

years later. The event of Winehouse's death in 2011 is again introduced by aerial shots of

London. Arriving in front of her house, the image cuts to an observer's handheld camera

capturing police cars parked outside and showing the property largely closed off by tape. The

amateur camera is thus visually separated from the scene. Its gaze appears sensationalistic and

voyeuristic in the way it observes the events from a distance on the opposite side of the house.

By zooming into the faces of policemen and others walking around the streets, the camera

overcomes the spatial separation and trespasses the police-tapes. At times the footage is even

slowed down. The slow motion further encourages us as viewers to look closely and

participate in this spatial intrusion. The hand-held camera focuses on the building's entrance,

the gate opens and Winehouse's covered body is carried outside and moved into a black car.

While the camera is fixated on the movement of the covered body, the camera's audio

recording reveals the presence of bystanders whose grieving voices are captured and add a

dramatic and emotional comment on the event of death.

Hence, the aspect ‘person and worldʼ can quite drastically be linked to the question of

life and death. In fact, one could argue that the presumable constants of ‘person and worldʼ

collapse in the moment of death. A death like Amy Winehouse's ultimately highlights the

instability of the world around her. The event of her death has a severe impact that we can

only witness and engage with through the representations of her ‘worldʼ.

The relationship between ‘person and worldʼ in Senna raises further questions about

the way in which the biographical intersects with the topographical. Other than in Amy, where

we could note the relation between the ‘personʼ Winehouse and her ‘worldʼ London and

further Camden, the ‘worldʼ in Senna is not as easily determinable by means of one city or

one specific district.

In Senna, the fact that we are dealing with a subject whose occupation of race driving

is literally determined by movement, his life journey consequently requires a recurring shifts
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of location. The locations – the various race tracks around the world – are not defined by

persistence of space, but they appear as scattered in the world. However, they are also

specifically constituted by the event of Formula 1 and thus the actions that literally take place

at them. In other words, the specific defining practice that characterizes Senna's world also

produces his world. 

In the sense of Michel De Certeau, these race tracks are initially places (mere

constellations of more or less fixed elements), which through the event of Formula 1; Senna's

appearance, the interactions between him and others; and his action of race driving, turn the

place into a space, that is “a practiced place.”160

Much like in Amy, the race tracks are oftentimes introduced via aerial shots. Although,

in the case of Senna these are not newly recorded, but Kapadia reverted to existing helicopter-

shot footage. However, as the biodoc tends to look beyond the public person, the person

Senna is – in a visually quite striking way – also connected to nature. These images of Senna

‘off-seasonʼ, on holiday in his home country Brazil, offer rare counter-images of his world.

We can see him at the beach, mountains and trees in the background. We also see him inside

of an apartment that represents a distinct private space as opposed to the public and

monotonous concrete race tracks.

2.5 Reconstructing the Life: Archives, Authenticity, Affect

Both ‘person and world‘ and ‘inner and outer narrativesʼ, as key aspects mentioned by

Corner, touch upon the tension between the private and the public, which we already have

noted to be inscribed in the famous subject's body on display in the biodoc as well as the

documents from which the biodoc itself is constructed. The question remains, how we can

think about these different sources of the biodoc as well as how they tend to establish a sense

of authenticity for the purpose of reconstructing life and what sort of knowledge we as

viewers can take with us when experiencing a biodoc.

In order to be able to establish both levels of the private and the public in the biodoc,

especially when dealing with the reconstruction of a dead subject's life, the biodoc needs to

160 Michel De Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, trans. Steven Rendall (Berkeley/Los Angeles/London:
University of California Press, 1984, orig. L'Invention du Quotidien: Arts de Faire, Paris, 1980): 117.
Emphasis in original.
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work with what the dead have left behind, or more generally, what life has created. This could

be understood in terms of physical materials (photographs, interview-recordings, home

videos, memoirs etc.), but also in terms of a legacy. In other words, the biodoc utilizes

‘archivesʼ. As I have discussed in my earlier article on Montage of Heck, these archives are

not simply collections of tangible memorabilia, they are productive narratives that are

constant subject to processes of configuration.161

In a review of Montage of Heck, Stephanie Dubick referred to the material basis of the

film as “the Cobain archives”.162 As I have argued, this notion can in fact be made productive

when thinking of these archives in a broad and discursive sense, as suggested by Michel

Foucault.163 According to Foucault, the archive is not limited to the documents or records it

stores, but these are always already part of “the general system of the formation and

transformation of statements.”164 Thus, the archive is no self-contained localization of

documents in the world, it is a discourse and as such always remains incomplete. This is what

keeps the archive present and productive over time and most notably beyond death. Biodocs

ultimately rely on those archives that provide material and immaterial information about their

subjects.

This conceptualization of person-related archives derives from Judith Halberstam, who

uses Foucault's concept to discuss “the Brandon archive” as a “discursive field and a structure

of thinking”.165 ‘The Bandon archiveʼ represents an archive corpus developed out of the media

afterlife of Brandon Teena, “a young white person who had been born a woman, but who was

living as a man and had been dating local girls” and together with two of his friends was

murdered on new years eve 1993 in Falls City, Nebraska.166 Halberstam finds ‘the Brandon

archiveʼ to at once to be “a resource, a productive narrative, a set of representations, a history,

a memorial, and a time capsule.”167 Similarly, I suggested, that ‘the Cobain archiveʼ can not

only be understood as a mere collection of archival resources, which provide ‘authenticʼ facts

161 Cf. Podlesnigg, 106f.
162 Brett Morgen/Stephanie Dubick, “Brett Morgen Is Bawling Over ‘Kurt Cobain: Montage of Heckʼ”, Spin,

24 April 2015, accessed 20 April 2017, http://www.spin.com/2015/04/brett-morgan-montage-of-heck-kurt-
cobain-nirvana-interview-documentary/.

163 Cf. Michel Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge and Discourse on Language, trans. A. M. Sheridan
Smith (New York: Pantheon Books, 1972, orig. L'Archéologie du Savoir, Paris: Éditions Gallimard, 1969,
L'ordre du discours, Paris: Éditions Gallimard, 1971).

164 Ibid., 130.
165 Judith Halberstam, In a Queer Time and Place. Transgender Bodies, Subcultural Lives (New York/London:

New York University Press, 2015), 32f.
166 Ibid., 23.
167 Ibid.
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about the past life of the subject Kurt Cobain. These resources are always already embedded

in productive narratives and thereby are at once representations, histories, memories, and time

capsules.168 Furthermore, they continue to create new narratives. In a similar vein, Derrida

described that “[t]he archivization produces as much as it records the event.”169 Thus, even the

concrete ‘archival materialsʼ taken from collections, like the physical estate of Kurt Cobain or

any of the other biodoc subject's, cannot be understood as separate entities. They are rather

memorabilia or mementoes that in different ways are inseparably connected to the discursive

archive. By utilizing these memorabilia, which often in addition are media memorabilia;

letters, diaries, photographs, home videos and the like, the biodoc in fact (re)activates them.

Thus, archives are not static records or documents compiled into film, but they are ever

changing bodies of knowledge. The biodoc equally uses them as it contributes to them.

In this sense the biodoc is also a “construction of public memories”, as O'Meara and

Stevens asserted for the case of Material World. However, this notion is expandable to the

biodoc at large. O'Meara and Stevens describe the film as “a palimpsest, comprising many

layers of text together with the recounting and recontextualization of memoirs.”170 The

metaphor of the palimpsest as a storage of memory consisting of several different layers, ties

in well with Foucault's understanding of the discourse and further the archive as discourse:

Foucault thought of discourses as a palimpsest or a canvas where different layers
of painting exist on top of one another. […] The old (Gr. arche) stuff to be
excavated lay not in earth or on a canvas, but in what Foucault called the archive –
in all different kinds of genres that is, the forms, mnemonics, and techniques
which make saying, writing, and storing stuff possible.171

In this sense, the excavation of personal memorabilia and their (re)activation in the biodoc

always constitutes a (re)assessment of the person's archive. This (re)assessment of a person-

made-legend through hitherto unreleased archival sources, however, ultimately produces

expectations of authenticity due to the material's provenance. The problem remains, how we

can look at the biodoc without falling into the trap of equalizing private archival footage and

‘authenticityʼ.

168 Cf. Podlesnigg, 106f.
169 Jacques Derrida, Archive Fever: A Freudian Impression, trans. Eric Prenowitz (Chicago: University of

Chicago Press, 1996, orig. Mal d'Archive: une impression freudienne, Paris: Éditions Galilée, 1995), 17.
170 O'Meara, Stevens, 177.
171 Kevin C. Dunn, Iver B. Neumann, Undertaking Discourse Analysis for Social Research (Ann Arbor:

University of Michigan Press, 2016), 23.
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In comparison with the biopic, Corner emphasizes that “[d]ocumentary treatments work […]

within a much stronger framework of accountability and generic constraint.”172 Much like the

aforementioned Nichols and Hagedoorn, he stresses that even though documentary commonly

involves dramatization, the fact that the biographical subject is located “within a discursive

context of analytic exposition” causes an effect of authenticity in documentary.173 This effect

is the result of what Stella Bruzzi has described as recent documentary's “new definition of

authenticity, one that eschews the traditional adherence to observation or to a Bazinian notion

of transparency of film and replaces this with a multi-layered, performative exchange between

subjects, filmmakers/apparatus and spectators.”174 As Corner specifies, biographical discourse

in documentary can be marked by the involvement of “voiced-over commentary, to-camera

presentation and interview, each working in combination with different kinds of visual

material, including archival footage.”175 However, these elements, taken on their own, and the

fact that they are combined presuppose two different (but related) planes of representation in

documentary.176 As Corner suggested elsewhere, one needs to differentiate between a plane of

origination of the footage and a plane of organization of the footage.177

The first plane of origination raises questions of authenticity in terms of the ontology

of the image as well as that of sound. Corner notes, as viewers we tend to ask how far footage

was ‘capturedʼ and whether the act of capturing involved any form of construction or even

manipulation.178 Thinking about the image only, Corner finds that “[q]uestions about the

origination are usually either about what actually was in front of the camera [or another

recording device] and/or about how the methods of filming [or recording] (e.g. angles,

framing, composition, lighting, filters) imported cultural value to its representation in the

image [or footage].”179 

172 Corner 2002, 97.
173 Ibid.
174 Stella Bruzzi, New Documentary (New York: Routledge, 2006), 10.
175 Corner 2002 , 97.
176 Cf. John Corner, “Documentary Studies. Dimensions of Transition and Continuity”, in Rethinking

Documentary, Thomas Austin, Wilma de Jong eds. (Maidenhead: Open University Press, 2008), 13-28.
177 Corner originally uses the phrases “origination of the image” and “organization of the image”, but I do not

only find this to be the case for “visual representations” in terms of “images” but for “footage” in general
(including speech, sound and music), I therefore took the liberty to expand Corner's notion from “image” to
“footage”. (Cf. ibid. 23)

178 Cf. Corner 2008, 23.
179 Ibid.
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The second plane of the organization of the footage then again raises questions of authenticity

concerning epistemology o r epistemological truth implicated by the combination of images

and sounds in the editing process. As Corner also points out, “[t]he epistemological and

affective identity of a sequence of organized images and sounds is that of a discourse (an

authored account, a descriptive version) rather than a representation as such, even though it is

grounded in a series of representations.”180

In documentary both of these planes work together and are not always easily separable

for the involved viewer. The biodoc is no exception in this. As McDonald noted, “a surfeit of

archival material – from home-video footage to private cassette recordings to news reports –

is available on most famous modern-era subjects, providing filmmakers with abundant source

material to cull from once they track it down.”181 This common and arguably defining use of

and reliance on archival footage (both private and public) and the contextualization of it

within a larger discursive setting involving commentary and/or interviews merges the two

planes of representation in the biodoc.

Going back to the example of Amy, film critic Richard Alleva noted, “Amy is very

much an assembled documentary, a product of the editing room, where Kapadia stitched

together footage garnered from iPhones, news clips, TV excerpts, and stuff shot on the streets

by amateurs and pros.”182 However, he continues that “[i]t is the old footage that determines

the shape of the narrative – what gets discussed and emphasized and what doesn’t.”183 Alleva

thus asserts that in the case of Amy the organization of the footage by Kapadia and his

production team depends on its origination, on what was already there. It becomes apparent

that the biodoc is not only related to the biopic, but further to the domain of compilation-,

found-footage-, or archival film. The question remains, what effect does the utilization of

archival footage cause and what expectations of authenticity exist because of it?

As Baron has noted, in many cases repurposed archival footage predominantly serves

to reevaluate preexisting historical truths – or in the case of biography, preexisting knowledge

about the subject. Many times films using archival footage promote themselves for revealing

prior unseen materials and claim to offer new insights into what we thought we already

knew.184 In Baron's words, “the use of archival footage can support or be disruptive of

180 Corner 2008, 23.
181 McDonald, 64.
182 Richard Alleva, “Casualty of the Fame Machine”, Commonweal, 14 August 2015, 26.
183 Ibid.
184 Baron, 5.
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established historical knowledge.”185

However, as Corner notes, historical knowledge is only one of a “variety of

‘knowledge-systemsʼ which documentaries can employ”.186 Another important one, more

specifically emphasizing the relationship between the subject and the audience, would be

“emotional knowledge”.187 “Connecting intimately to the subjects and providing access to

their life is key to creating a biopic that resonates with audiences”, says McDonald, who uses

biopic as an umbrella term and biodoc in the sense of a subcategory.188 What McDonald

stresses, is that audiences may have less of an interest in accessing historical or factual

knowledge, rather they desire to connect with the subject on a personal level. Thus, as a basis

of ‘authenticityʼ or documentary 'truthʼ, emotional knowledge tends to be prioritized in the

biodoc.

Baron goes further into discussing truth claims related to archival footage, when she

notes, “the ideas of both ‘archivalnessʼ and rarity seem to promise truth-value as well as an

experience of evidentiary revelation.”189 Baron moves one step back and addresses the issue

of what we actually mean, when speaking of ‘archival footageʼ, since nowadays – and

especially in the case of the biodoc – the state owned and governed archive is no longer the

only possible source of archival footage. Therefore, Baron suggests a broad understanding of

archival footage, including digitally/virtually stored documents as well as those stored outside

of official archives, in homes or private collections. The latter sort, as noted in the previous

chapters, are specifically common in the biodoc. They offer personal insights into the life of a

public person and ultimately feed on the promise to offer intimate access.

However, Baron emphasizes that her view on archival footage is one less of

provenance than of experience, ultimately arguing for the archival document as an experience

of reception (instead of an indication of official sanction or storage location).190 Baron calls

this experience “the archive effect” and further explains, “archival documents exist as

‘archivalʼ only insofar as the viewer of a given film perceives certain documents within that

film as coming from another, previous – and primary – context of use or intended use.”191

185 Baron, 6.
186 Corner 2008, 25.
187 Ibid.
188 McDonald, 66.
189 Baron, 6.
190 Baron's take on archival footage and archival film of course builds upon Sobchack's take on documentary as

an experience rather than an object (see also 1.4 above).
191 Baron, 7.
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Hence, the archive effect consists of “a relationship produced between the particular elements

of a film and the film's viewer”.192 Baron further asserts that the idea of an archival document

as an artifact which has been dug up and is made available, establishes an “aura of

‘authenticityʼ and enhances its seemingly evidentiary value.”193 By looking at the archival

document and its utilization in film from this perspective, Baron suggests that “we may come

closer to an understanding of how these films generate particular conceptions of the past and,

ultimately, of history itself.”194 

Furthermore, beyond the ‘archive effectʼ, Baron also speaks of ‘the archive affectʼ,

which occurs in the reception of the temporal disparity between the archival footage, the film

it is used in, and the moment of seeing the film.195 As she argues, “[w]hen we are confronted

by these images of time's inscription on human bodies and places, there is not only an

epistemological effect but also an emotional one based on the revelation of temporal

disparity.”196 We can for instance recall the above mentioned examples of the bodies of

Malala Yousafzai, Sixto Rodriguez and Keith Richards and note that the ‘archive affectʼ

occurs in fact whenever confronted with an archival image of a biodoc subject and more so

when this is contrasted with images shot in the present. Hence, the utilization of archival

footage in the biodoc may not primarily serve to produce historical knowledge, but it

effectively and affectively merges the acquisition of historical or factual knowledge with that

of emotional knowledge.

192 Baron, 7.
193 Ibid., 17.
194 Ibid., 8. My emphasis.
195 Cf. Ibid., 21f.
196 Ibid., 21.
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Conclusion

The aim of this thesis was threefold. First, to critically engage with the field of biographical

filmmaking in order to trace the presence and role of documentary next to the dominance of

the fictional biopic. Second, to suggest the term biodoc in relation to biopic. Third, to assess

the biodoc through several examples and theoretical implications on both biographical film

and documentary in order to provide a fundamental theorization of its existence in

contemporary film culture.

Considering the first aim, the critical analysis of the use of the term biopic in current

research has shown that the the biopic has in fact no single definition, but is interpreted and

appropriated in various ways. As I noted, the term biopic has been applied in a narrow as well

as in a broad sense. Its most common use is that in the narrow sense, which corresponds to

understanding the term as exclusively referring to fictional film. This prevalence also

represents that studies of fictional biographical film, compared to documentary or hybrid

forms of the genre, are by far more common. However, some scholars who deployed the term

biopic in a broad sense could be identified, commonly supported by the aim to use it inclusive

of documentary. The broad use by scholars Rastegar and Ebrahim in their respective case

studies of biographical documentary constitutes the term biopic as an umbrella term under

which they place ‘biographical documentaryʼ. O'Meara and Stevens similarly use the term

biopic as an umbrella term and coin the term ‘documentary biopicʼ as a hybrid of the biopic in

the narrow sense and documentary. Moreover, the comparative study of fictional biopics and

bio-docudramas performed by Minier and Pennacchia, has shown that it is difficult to

subsume fiction films as well as docudramas under the umbrella term biopic. Thus, in order to

work productively with the term biopic in a broad sense, other auxiliary terms and often

subcategories to the overarching biopic need to be established. Another way of dealing with

the charged nature of the term biopic was found by Rosenstone, who instead suggested

biofilm as an inclusive umbrella term and positioned the biopic and documentary or hybrid

versions under it.

In order to use a term that implies a close relation to the fictional biopic, but does not

compromise documentary's autonomy, I suggested the term biodoc. Just as the biopic, the

biodoc may also allow for different interpretations and understandings. The difference

between the two is always a matter of degree, of whether fictional or actual (or documentary)
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elements prevail, which may be complicated by possible hybridizations of fictional and

documentary material. For the purpose of this thesis, I assessed the biodoc as a documentary

‘versionʼ or ‘counterpartʼ of the biopic in that it is a dramatic feature length film with

biography as its main agenda. In that respect, I used the term biodoc in the narrow sense.

Considering the third aim, the fundamental theorization of the biodoc has sorted out

six key elements or aspects which are defining for it, but may be engaged with differently in

each case. The communicative elements of the voice and the body establish a close relation to

the biographical subject. The use of voice(s), that ultimately is related to the question of

whose perspective a biodoc takes on, has shown to be approached differently by individual

filmmakers. However, what can be noted is that the biodoc commonly emphasizes the

subject's own perspective and voice and oftentimes ascribes great importance to it as a means

of constructing a closeness to the subject, especially beyond death.

In any biofilm the body functions as a focal point of subjectivity. However, biodocs

depicting living subjects have to face other obstacles than those that depict a dead subject.

The former tend to simultaneously visualize the body in the past (through archival material)

and the body in the present (through newly recorded footage), while the latter almost

completely rely on preserved representations of the body. One way of overcoming the

absence of the subject was identified to be the deployment of reenactments via animation,

which also can serve to overcome a lack of existing archival footage. Furthermore, the issue

of death is approached differently in respective biodocs about deceased subjects. For all of

them death becomes a structuring element inevitably marking the end of the story. In some

cases death is further inscribed in the body, its actions and gestures can effectively

foreshadow death. The memorial aspect of the biodoc, its contribution to the memorialization

of a notable individual, may also be engaged with through representations of ‘iconic corpsesʼ

and ‘rituals of mourningʼ.197 Even if the end is inevitable, the biodoc tends to affirm life

beyond death and thus preferably concludes its narrative with representations of a vital body.

Biodocs further commonly engage with the lives of individuals, who throughout their

life have achieved fame by means of a profession acted out in the public eye. However, fame

is thereby not necessarily connoted positively, but also critically reflected by the biodoc in its

aim to engage with fame from a personal perspective of the subject.

197 Cf. Schwartz.
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Furthermore, the biodoc has proven to commonly establish a relation between the subject and

its ‘worldʼ. This could be understood in the sense of linking the biographical to the

topographical, as in locating the person in a specific time and place. However, this does not

necessarily need to be a geographical place, but also could more broadly be understood as a

space, in the sense that De Certeau defined it being a place that is defined by the actions and

movements within rather than only a specific location.198

Lastly, the biodoc was shown to exist in a close relation to archives, or rather ‘the

archiveʼ in the way Foucault suggested to understand the term. The biodoc relies on archives

both in the sense of physical collections of a life's material remains as well as in the sense of a

discourse, an immaterial repository of knowledge. The biodoc thus equally uses archives as it

contributes to them. The typical utilization of private archival material or ‘home mode

documentsʼ again emphasizes a strong relation to the subject as a human ‘like any otherʼ

despite her or him also embodying a public and often famous person. This use of archival

footage ultimately creates effects of authenticity, as it elicits what Baron has called “the

archive effect”, and further also an “archive affect”.199 Thus, the question of authenticity in the

biodoc hangs on both planes of ontology and epistemology. However, the establishment of a

close relation between the viewer and the biographical subject in many cases prioritizes

emotional knowledge over historical knowledge.

By suggesting and further theorizing the term biodoc, I have provided a new and

productive term for future research in the growing field of biographical documentary. The

biodoc – just as the biopic – may however evolve into a terminological tool for further

research within the larger field of biofilm in the future, for instance to assess short or serial

formats of biography that work within the frame of documentary. Furthermore, this thesis

itself could only address and engage with a limited number of biodocs while many more are

still out there to discover. The example of I am Heath Ledger – a biodoc that premiered while

writing this thesis – is only one to keep in mind. Another one would be Regarding Susan

Sontag (Nancy Kates, 2014), which I came across in my research, but was unable to access

and further include in my study.

Several important aspects were brought together in order to move toward a theory of

the biodoc, however, these necessarily constitute a starting point rather than an exhaustive

catalog. For instance, Corner's aspect of ‘inner and outer narrativesʼ could not be included in a

198 Cf. De Certeau, 117.
199 Cf. Baron, 7, 21f.
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separate chapter, although a study of the dynamics between the two may in the future provide

further insight into the emerging genre of the biodoc. Furthermore, what this study could only

begin with, but what necessarily needs to be addressed by future research, is to historicize the

biodoc and to perform a study with a broader historical perspective on its formation and

transformation over time.

Just as any biography by definition is necessarily fragmentary and incomplete, so is

this thesis defined by its gaps as much as by its accomplishments. However, these gaps can be

seen as openings, which allow to keep the study of the biodoc – in all possible forms –

productive in the future.
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